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ABSTRACT

Hampton, Andrew J. Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Human Factors & Industrial /
Organizational Psychology Ph.D. program, Wright State University, 2018. Symbol
Grounding in Social Media Communications.

Social media data promise to inform the disaster response community, but effective
mining remains elusive. To assist in the analysis of community reports on disaster from
social media, I draw on an integrated model of psycholinguistic theory to investigate the
patterns by which language use changes as a function of environmental influence. Using
social media corpora from several disasters and non-disasters, I examine variations in
patterns of lexical choice between domain independent paired antonyms with respect to
an Internet-specific base rate to determine generic sentinels of breach of canonicity. I
examine social media content with respect to disaster proximity and examine relative
proportions of actionable content in messages containing words that indicate breach.
Results indicate a preliminary set of antonym pairs that vary consistently with respect to
breach. Despite the absence of correlation with actionable content density, two related
findings support the role of a psycholinguistic perspective on the mining of social media
data. First, several diagnostic pairs reflect human function in an environment independent
of sentiment. Second, the analysis of sentiment by spatial proximity suggests an increase
in positive sentiment with proximity. Both findings motivate the continued study of how
human behavior contributes to the production of social media messages, and hence the
iii

analysis of the messages they produce. I note several methodological contributions
resulting from this work, including the expanded set of informative domain independent
lexical items, consideration of base rates that both enables detection of departure from
canonicity and reduces reliance on anonymous reporting, and a complement to sentiment
analysis that is sensitive to environmental variability. Theoretical contributions include
consolidation of disparate threads of language production research (including a focus on
grounding). Finally, I identify several limitations in my own analysis, and more general
concerns regarding the mining of social media data, to guide future work.
Keywords: psycholinguistics, lexical choice, breach, disaster response
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Language necessarily reflects aspects of the circumstance from which it arises.
Some researchers emphasize a separability of environment from cognitive linguistic
processes to facilitate the study of isolated linguistic processes (e.g., Saussure,
1979/2011), whereas others embrace the inextricability of environment and language
(Peirce, 1894; Peirce, 1868/2015), and still others frame as a narrative tool, sensitive to
breaches of expectations (Bruner, 2003). In this dissertation, I argue for the necessity of
considering all three perspectives to identify generic aspects of language that coincide
with patterns of environmental change in empirically identifiable ways. This could
potentially support automated reasoning backward from linguistic choice to noteworthy
departures in the world. Social media offer a rich source of data for this effort, with both
environmentally situated and computationally accessible examples of language
production. Disaster provides a strong natural manipulation of context. Though a
substantial literature exists on the interpretation of social media during disaster, this
literature rarely considers human language production processes as a factor in the
interpretation.
This approach also introduces potential improvements to disaster response. The
evaluation of need during disaster response and recovery presents a daunting challenge.
Disaster disrupts the normal functioning of a society (Perry, 2007) creating what
Quarantelli (2008) called the problems of living (p. 893) that need solving. Metrics such
1

as emergency call volume and hospital admissions are coarse. Satellite imagery from a
flood, for example, may lag changes in need. Moreover, disaster conditions do not neatly
correspond to unidimensional physical sensors. Flooding requires more information than
rainfall or storm surge metrics. Prior weather events, topography, demographics, and
socio-cultural factors such as construction practices and infrastructure all impact whether
a given event constitutes a human disaster.
Humans readily identify situations as critical or not, leveraging an intuitive sense
of circumstances breaching expectations and bypassing the need to reason separately
about these kinds of contributory factors. While human observers already play a part in
the disaster response system (e.g., by calls to 9-1-1 or visits to emergency rooms)
bandwidth concerns and computational inaccessibility of such metrics render these only
marginally useful for directing aid in wide-scale disaster events. Sheth (2009) points to
the potential of “citizen journalism” and multi-modal information broadcast from
handheld computers, creating what he calls citizen sensor networks.
For example, when earthquakes struck Virginia in the summer of 2011, people
noted the event as exceptional and immediately posted this fact on their Twitter accounts,
or else sent text messages to the same effect (Hotz, 2011). Cellular data travel much
faster than seismic waves, resulting in social networks receiving information about the
earthquake as much as forty seconds before they felt the actual waves. In comparison, the
existing U.S. Geological Survey’s conventional warning system had a best alert time of
around two minutes, and it required people to sign up to receive alerts. Social media data
from those situated in the environment promise to reflect the experienced disruption and
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resulting functional stress1. A central thesis of this work is that an understanding of
human language processes and motivations will inform the interpretation of social media
as they relate to the disaster environment.
Twitter, the world’s largest microblogging service, currently has 328 million
active users (Twitter, 2017a) producing updates in 140 characters or fewer2. Eighty-three
percent of these users log in on their mobile devices. These data are accessible from
anywhere and remain (potentially) available for years. Further, Twitter’s functionality
can sometimes remain even when Internet and voice lines fail (Kawamura, & Ohsuga,
2013; Li & Rao, 2010). People carry their reporting devices with them at all times, and
many of them can be relied upon to report salient features of their surroundings. This
means that a sizable portion of the population at any given time and place constitutes a
citizen sensor network producing data that reflect (and in some way measure) their
circumstances.
However, difficulty remains in finding, interpreting, and scaling relevant,
actionable signal in a virtual firehose of noise. Many researchers (e.g., Palen & Liu,
2007; Sheth, 2009; Starbird, 2011) analyze social media message content, sentiment,
organization, and dispersal (among other topics) making progress regarding message
filtering and analysis. Despite this obvious potential, we have limited guidelines for
interpreting or leveraging the power of social media. Significant work remains in
explicitly identifying the function that relates citizen sensor language content to the
environment experienced. Madey, Szabo, and Barabási (2006) developed a prototype

1

Note that “stress” does not necessarily denote a negative influence (Selye, 1978).
The limit was recently doubled to 280 characters. This does not change the principles of my approach.
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algorithm to determine the rough boundaries of disaster based on aggregate movement of
phones and call metadata, but this frequency-over-time approach attempts no more than a
binary outline of the affected area. Without content based interpretation, this algorithm
also fails to consider the capacity of humans to act as intelligent and insightful observers
within these boundaries. Sentiment analysis (e.g., Pang & Lee, 2008; Wang, Chen,
Thirunarayan, & Sheth, 2012), on the other hand, leverages human insight and response,
but in disaster contexts this may prove misleading because public response to disaster is
not uniformly negative (Rodríguez, Trainor, & Quarantelli, 2006). Suedfeld (1997), in his
analysis of the impacts of reactions to societal trauma and uncertainty, notes the
importance of considering both distress, associated with breakdown, and eustress that
may result after having risen to a challenge.
This dissertation considers the processing assumptions that allow people to serve
as real-time sensors of their environment to guide the selection of informative metrics. I
rely on psycholinguistic theory from both the process model and pragmatic viewpoints. I
propose a model to integrate these related but traditionally separate viewpoints by
combining language process models with context sensitive speech act theory (Searle,
1983) and Bruner’s (2003) notion of narrative breach. The integrated model supports the
study of novel measures of social media data to determine their relationship to
uncertainty and stress derived from environmental factors. The resulting set of sentinels
of breach potentially contributes information in disaster response scenarios,
supplementing what is available through conventional approaches like sentiment analysis.
My contribution is primarily methodological, with relatively modest theoretical
contributions concerning the role of social media as narrative.
4

Below I examine the relationship between language use and the environment in
several ways. Fundamentally, behavior, including language, should vary with respect the
nature of the event in which it is situated. In exceptional circumstances, variations should
be empirically observable when compared to normative conditions. Further, because
geographic proximity to disaster provides a natural manipulation of context, it permits an
examination of language choice relative to varied experience in the environment.
Background
As shown in Figure 1, social media messages may bear some relationship to
environmental conditions. The fundamental issue here is known as “symbol
grounding”—the process of generating and comprehending the mapping between a
linguistic symbol, such as “severe” or “all”, and the environment. Presumably social
media messages respect principles of informativeness common in any communication
(Grice, 1975). A particularly dangerous storm should promote words pertaining to above
average size, and objectively bad experiences should promote the word “bad” over
“good”.

Figure 1. A naive model of the relationship between language and the world.
Computer and information scientists, such as Sheth, Palen, and Liu lead the effort
to provide the technology that realizes the potential of social media to indicate areas of
5

need and public response. While such work recognizes some properties of the human
who provides this information (such as sentiment) insufficient research addresses the
central thesis of this dissertation: the processes that generate the message play a role in
the interpretation of that message. Moreover, this suggests alternative metrics in the
analysis of social media. This thesis motivates the following modification to the initial
figure, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Grounded integration of perception, action, cognition, linguistics, and
mediation.
Figure 2 organizes the following introduction of related literature. First, I describe
the general philosophical perspective Figure 2 suggests. Then, I align the existing
empirical literature with processes in the figure, considering perception and action as
distinct from language comprehension and production and the psychological perspective,
with an additional consideration for the influence of mediated communication. I then
examine conventional computer science approaches to analyzing social media data. I
conclude this introduction with implications of the model for expanding our notion of the
language metrics that inform the condition of the world.
Philosophical Considerations
6

In this section, I examine language processes from a philosophical perspective,
including its separable study apart from the environment, the distinction between of
language and thought, canonicity and breach, as well as the implications of having
multiple intelligent agents contributing to discourse. Such differences in the
conceptualization of language processes and purposes have had profound, but somewhat
hidden influences on the empirical work discussed in a later section.
Role of the environment. Figure 2 includes the physical world, mental
representation (schemas), and physical representation. This depiction is a rotated copy of
Roy’s model of symbol grounding (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Roy’s model of symbol grounding, distinguishing between the physical world,
schemas internal to the agent about the world, and language about the world (rotated
from the original horizontal depiction)
Acknowledging the impossibility of separating instruction from physical
environment for complex machines, Roy (2005) created a model depicting a triadic
interaction among language about the world and the world itself, with schemas serving as
the integral mediation between them. Drawing from the semiotic triangle of Ogden and
7

Richards (1923), he specifies “physical world”, “schemas about the world”, and
“language about the world”, creating a model whereby perception and action schemas
mediate the relationship between words and the world. These schemas provide
grounding, coherence, and a conceptualization of the means by which knowledge affects
humans’ interaction with their environment.
Triadic models3 such as Roy’s, inspired by the semiotic theories of Peirce (e.g.
Peirce, 1894; Peirce, 1868/2015), appear essential to systems that require symbolic
grounding in the environment (Noth, 2009). The requirement is specific to multi-agent
collaborative activity. Fully autonomous robots may not require schemas to operate.
However, when an outside agent provides goal-oriented commands to a machine (e.g.,
“pick up all the marbles”) the robot and the commanding agent require some shared
understanding of “all” in the present context, likely all the marbles in present view, but
not marbles hidden in a drawer.
Including the physical world in a language-based model of communication
specifically contrasts with the more conventional view “bottom(ing) out in symbolic,
human generated descriptions of the world” (Roy, 2005, p. 174). The conventional
model, considered dyadic (Flach & Voorhorst, 2017), appears most prominently in a
series of lectures by Ferdinand de Saussure compiled a century later (1979/2011). The
dyadic perspective focuses on the relationship between meaning and symbols (typically

3

An influential triadic model presented in Flach & Voorhorst (2017) offers an alternate
view. The primary difference lies in their conception of language as a medium between
agent and environment rather than as a product of or catalyst to that interaction. In
models such as Roy’s, language is separable from cognition requiring language specific
production and comprehension processes (Fodor, 1983). Moreover, not all cognitive
behavior results from the processing of explicit symbolic representations.
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language). Saussure’s notion of “arbitrariness of the sign” refers to its (lack of)
relationship to the environment and specifically excludes phenomena such as
onomatopoeia. Rather, the sign takes on meaning with respect to the agent’s knowledge.
Outside of robotics, such a view has been enormously influential in computer science
(albeit with considerable support from cognitive psychologists such as Landauer &
Dumais, 1997) where word meaning is characterized by the lexical company it keeps.
Philosophers of mind refer to this view as intensional semantics (e.g., Heim & Kratzer,
1998).
Of course, this will never suffice when the primary focus becomes the
relationship between symbols and the world. Extensional semantics concerns itself with
that relationship. Deictic terminology—including pronouns and spatio-temporal referents
such as “here”, “today”, or “now”—has no meaning apart from the context in which it
appears. This important phenomenon suggests that no symbol can have a completely fixed
meaning apart from the environment to which it refers. The context-sensitive relationship
between a symbol and the environment allows a restaurant server to refer comprehensibly
to a customer as a “ham sandwich” (Nunberg, 1979). The ad hoc reference works
because in that environment that customer ordered a ham sandwich, and no other current
customer did the same.
These examples are consistent with Peirce (1894), who conceives of meaning as
arising from the interaction of three interconnected parts: the object (some entity), the
sign (something which represents the object—often symbolically or linguistically), and
the interpretant (an agent’s conception of the object via the sign). Symbolic cognition,
then, becomes dependent on the environment (the object, broadly construed) in which it
9

occurs. While contemporary cognitive science admits both extensional and intensional
notions of semantics, it typically argues for symbolic “bridges” that allow for the study of
symbol manipulation apart from the environment to which it refers (Newell, 1980). These
fundamentally dyadic models have had substantial influence on psycholinguistic
research.
Language and thought. Roy’s model employs schemas as an interface between
language and the world it represents. In separating schemas and language, Roy takes a
position on a longstanding debate dating to at least the Sapir-Whorf investigations (e.g.,
Whorf, 1956). The initial question was whether the categories marked with linguistic
distinctions drive perception. The consensus answer is “no”. Languages that lack refined
color labels do not disable the detection of these differences in controlled stimuli,
maintaining a distinction between language and experience. Most contemporary
psycholinguists make the same distinction between language and thought (e.g., Gleitman
& Papafragou, 2013; Pinker, 1995). A plethora of linguistic phenomena (e.g., irony,
polysemy, metaphor) emphasizes the separability of linguistic representation and
meaning. Numerous propositions have the same truth conditions (e.g., “This beef is 75%
lean” vs. “This beef is 25% fat”) but the distinctive styles have different functional
meanings as evidenced by subsequent reasoning (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981).
Vygotsky (1969) provides useful insight into the relationship between language
and thought. He proposes different evolutionary and developmental foundations for these,
linking thought to motor behavior, and language to culture. According to Vygotsky,
language is a means to absorb the culture, and by inference, the means for distributing
cultural knowledge. Language, including the lexicon, preserves distinctions that are
10

culturally relevant and reflected in schemas. Language is thus a culturally determined,
symbolic artifact of human thought.
Although certainly biologically enabled, an individual utterance constructed by
humans is the result of language-specific intentional processes conceptually separable
from the intentionality embedded in schemas. That is, the way an observer understands
the world stands distinct from the way in which she represents it with language, based on
her intention in relaying the information to a particular conversational partner. For
example, a speaker may choose to suppress established detail in order to convey
relevance with minimal recipient effort (Wilson & Sperber, 2004). All representational
artifacts (e.g., maps and train schedules), which form a central focus of human factors
psychology, reflect intentionality in production and intentionality in use. Such artifactual
representations are also conceptually separable from those signs whose appearance is
exclusively grounded in physical law. Leaves do not choose whether, how, or when to
rustle in the wind. They cannot time their announcements to avoid concurrent noise, and
thereby attract attention. The appearance of density gradients with distance and
movement do not choose to make themselves apparent or add contrast under poor
viewing conditions. Human language, however, reflects intentional choice, shaping what
messages are important enough to merit articulation (Gricean maxim of quantity), with
lexical and syntactic choices that further the articulation of intent (Gricean maxim of
manner).
Breach. Bruner’s (2003) work on narrative concerning breach of normative
conditions converges with the Gricean maxim of quantity: “...to be worth telling, a tale
must be about how an implicit canonical script has been breached, violated, or deviated
11

from in a manner to do violence to what Hayden White calls the ‘legitimacy’ of the
canonical script” (Bruner, 2003, p. 11). Bruner further points out that knowledge, and by
extension language, are never “point-of-viewless”. Breach is a socio-culturally
determined phenomenon. Consider my lab mate’s recent experience (P. Garvarik,
personal communication, 2017): a single 20-watt light source in an American hotel room
is a breach; in a Rwandan hotel it is not. Our American visitor in Rwanda determines
breach presumably due to unexpected constraints on activity imposed by the relative
darkness. Indeed, the breach was judged sufficiently interesting to volunteer as a story
told at a Christmas party. Narratives are culturally transmitted constructions, constrained
by individual characteristics and relationships; they are built by a community and
interpreted by an individual. The simultaneous construction and representation of human
experience, then, derives from the individual’s exposure to and mastery of the culture and
its narrative conventions, including what is worth saying and what linguistic markers
make distinctions.
While the cultural constructions perspective provides a framework for interpreting
narrative structure in a community, examination of the individual and her language
behavior centers on the psychological constructs of uncertainty, degree of control over an
outcome, and stress that accompany breach. While the darkness of the Rwandan hotel
constituted breach, it was the ensuing stress that would impact my friend’s complaint.
This breach–stress relationship allows a comprehensive consideration of situated
language behavior, promising a generalizable construct to guide speech production,
spanning different disasters, and potentially positive or negative experiences.
Multi-agent model. Figure 2 includes two agents and provides a purpose for
12

language. The Pickering and Garrod model for language (2004; see Figure 4), upon
which Figure 2 is substantially based, emphasizes the presence of multiple agents.
Influenced by Levelt (1993), Pickering and Garrod’s model suggests a fixed, overlapping
procession through stages of production and comprehension (while allowing reciprocal
influence between levels, unlike Levelt). Language, in their conception, aims to arrive at
a shared understanding, with exchanges iteratively moving toward that end. According to
their model, language usage strives toward alignment between interlocutors across
several layers of analysis.
Support for the focus on alignment in production goes back at least to Garrod and
Anderson (1987), who employed a maze game task to identify linguistic patterns of
dyads, noting striking similarities in adjacent speaking turns. They described this
phenomenon as input/output coordination, focusing on the pragmatic and semantic parity
between members of a dyad (and assuming alignment at the lexical level), but allowing
for the possibility of alignment on various cognitive levels that impact linguistic
production, meshing with the principles proposed by both Dell (1986) and Levelt (1993)4.
This opens the door for the specification of alignment at the level of situation models as
the driver of situated linguistic interaction.
Figure 2 therefore portrays two conversational partners, A and B (left and right,
respectively). The indistinct boundary between A and B’s environments reflects the
possibility that they may share critical features to varying and uncertain degrees (for

4

Dell (1986) detailed a spreading activation mechanism that allowed reciprocal influence
among the various language production levels. Levelt (1993) proposed a fixed,
overlapping, and unidirectional progression through these stages leading to articulation.
Both recognized the importance of interacting levels of cognitive functioning in language
production.
13

example, the same rainfall, the same transportation infrastructure, or the same utilities,
but not necessarily the same for all of these). These discrepancies in experience motivate
the use of language to achieve some higher-order task-specific goal, for example to
articulate need not readily apparent to a partner. H. Clark is a prominent example of this
multi-agent language research tradition (e.g., 1979; 1980; 1992; Clark & Chase, 1972;
Clark & Carlson, 1982; Clark & Schaefer, 1989).

Figure 4. A psycholinguistic process model of face-to-face dialogue from
Pickering & Garrod (2004).
There are several notable limitations of the original Pickering and Garrod model
(Figure 4). First, it omits explicit concern for the environment, which is presumably
subsumed by the situation model. This omission would seem to overlook a primary
14

purpose of task-oriented communication: to identify real-world objects and events and
develop a coordinated response.5
Second, and related, Pickering and Garrod have no explicit consideration for the
intention of the speaker. Intentionality, classically encompassed by speech act theory
(Searle, 1983), has no acknowledgement beyond “Message”—left undefined in their
model. As conversational partners and their language constitute aspects of the
environment, alignment in itself addresses the symbol grounding problem (i.e., the
referents for lexical items) by creating a shared understanding of terms, but in Figure 4
participants strive toward grounding only for its own sake and not to accomplish some
situated goal. While alignment is the observable process, I suggest that the implicit
communication goal between agents is an alignment in situation models grounded in the
environment. Interlocutors consistently strive toward this alignment, leveraging other
levels of linguistic production to do so.
Pickering & Garrod’s model, like that of Dell (1986) does allow reciprocal
influence among the stages. Partners iteratively align at each of the stages, including but
certainly not limited to phonetic representation. Niederhoffer and Pennebaker (2002)
studied both face to face and chat room communications and found that people speaking
to one another tend to match many linguistic patterns consistent with alignment. For
example, the number of words per turn and the types of words used converge on both
turn-based (proximal), and conversational (overall) levels of analysis. These principles
extend to broader contexts as well. Scholand, Tausczik, and Pennebaker (2010) found

5

Recall the motivation of Roy’s model of language in robotics. The grounding problem arises from the
collaboration between agents.
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that level of formality (syntax), word syllable length (lexical choice), and relative use of
categories (semantics) all tend to correlate within social networks, as measured by the
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count system of language analysis (Pennebaker, Francis, &
Booth, 2001).
Alignment manifests in the use of common ground (e.g., Clark & Brennan, 1991;
Clark & Marshall, 1981), whereby conversational partners establish ad hoc referents for
task terminology. The phenomenon of deixis, previously noted, illustrates the function of
common ground, to enable the use of abbreviated description. Deixis occurs when
conversational participants use context-dependent terminology, “indexed” to the current
situation. Consider the proposition that an ambulance is in a particular location. A
speaker could say that “the ambulance is at the corner of Park St. and State St.”, or
alternatively that “the ambulance is here.” The former appears when the location cannot
be otherwise recovered, while the latter appears when speaker and recipient share context
to disambiguate the referent “here”. Critically, the speaker relies on shared context in
shaping her message. “Come here”6 requires the speaker to believe that the recipient
knows where “here” is.
Other measures of language behavior are consistent with the pursuit of alignment.
D. Gibson (2010) shows that change in topic correlates with conversational latency,
presumably to help listeners adjust to the new alignment. Cues for change, such as
recruiting new speakers in a discussion may indicate a shift in focus. Dominance of one
speaker does not eliminate the progress toward mutual alignment. Certainly, identifying

6

Note that “come here” takes less effort to articulate and, given a pre-established referent for “here”, less
effort to comprehend, consistent with Wilson & Sperber’s (2004) notion of Relevance Theory.
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who among potential speakers performs a particular conversational act informs the
illocutionary force (intention) of the preceding statements (D. Gibson, 2008). Despite a
leader influencing linguistic variables more strongly, interactions still result in
convergence from both parties (Scholand, Tausczik, & Pennebaker, 2010). That is, nondominant conversational partners still influence the leader, simply to a lesser extent.
Alignment provides a collective narrative emanating from the affected area. I
suggest that this narrative relies on a perceived match to the environment among the
participants, revealed in their collective departures from normative language behavior. In
sum, the model that guides my analysis of social media is triadic, distinguishes language
from thought as an intention-laden artifact, and multi-agent, driven by the articulation of
breach to establish alignment of grounded situation models.
Empirical Literature
Some of the relevant literature is best understood as providing empirical
constraints on the processes that intervene between the world and language. In this
section I organize this additional literature in terms of a) perception and action, b)
production and comprehension, and c) mediation. These correspond to the processes
identified in Figure 2.
Perception and action. Viewing the function of humans as sensors within the
broader system (Sheth, 2009) risks misunderstanding the processes of human experience.
Many different lines of research both within and outside of psychology counter the
temptation to view human perception as sensor-like. Hong and Page (2008) distinguish
between generated and interpreted signals. Generated signals map sensor values to world
conditions. For example, an old-fashioned thermometer works because we understand the
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precise response of a set volume of mercury to an increase in temperature, graduating the
side of the vial accordingly. In contrast, interpreted signals require a knowledge base.
Crucially, this knowledge differs between agents, causing a complementary divergence in
perspective. These processes, reflecting multiple perspectives, provide the wellestablished benefit to accuracy from wisdom of the crowds (Parunak, Brueckner, Hong,
Page, & Rohwer, 2013).
Attempts to understand human perception as sensors trace to the earliest days of
psychology as a science. Fechner (1860/1912) sought to define the relationship between
the magnitude of physical stimuli and the intensity of perception. Derived from a
combination of psychophysical methods (the method of limits, method of adjustment, and
the method of constant stimuli), Fechner’s Law states that the perception of a stimulus is
proportional to the natural log of that physical intensity (S = K ln I, where K is a
modality-specific constant). While psychologists have argued the specifics of this
relationship (e.g. Stevens, 1961), the crux of the argument stands without serious
challenge. That is, although physical phenomena and human experience have a
quantifiable relationship, it is non-linear.
J. J. Gibson (1977) argued that perception is inseparable from human action in an
environment. Thus, observers naturally perceive how their environment affords or
constrains their action, to pass through, reach, sit on, etc. More generally, people engage
with a physical world, concerned more with qualitative states and processes than the
quantitative measures that captivate the psychophysicist. For example, people are more
likely concerned with whether a heated container will explode than its objectively
measurable temperature, or where a system in motion will come to a final state rather
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than the coefficient of friction (Forbus, 1984).
Neisser (1976) adds a role for cognition in this perception action coupling.
Accordingly, schemas direct exploration, which samples from the available information
in the environment, in turn modifying the existing schemas. “When a subject reports
verbally about an image, he is really reporting quite literally what he—or at least his
visual system—is prepared to see. The referents of language about images are possible
perceivable objects in the environment” (Neisser, 1978, p. 100). Neisser notes the ease
with which we can track the motion of a running animal, which must involve some
anticipation, some schema of animal movement, that directs our eyes toward an expected
position. In the same way, schemas motivate language behavior (Roy, 2005).
Observers, then, will not likely report on the objective, physics inspired features
of their environment. Rather, a sizable portion of their messages should reflect an
egocentric and action-oriented perspective. Specifically, they may indicate the constraint
on action (e.g., “Hurricane might stop me from going”, taken from a social media post in
Hurricane Sandy), useful for both the user, recipient, and potentially, emergency
personnel attempting to anticipate behavior.
In agreement with Sheth and Thirunarayan (2012) as well as Hong and Page
(2008), I argue that conceptualizing humans as sensors does not properly acknowledge
their knowledge-based interpretive processes. Consistent with Norman (1988), I target
human interpretation specifically with respect to wide-ranging affordances of and
constraints on behavior. This is decidedly advantageous, in that the specifics of disaster
(e.g., earthquake or flood) may be largely overwhelmed by the transcendent
consequences to pervasive human need (e.g., health, food/water supply, housing,
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transportation, communication). Because disasters disrupt normal functionality (Peacock
& Ragsdale, 1997; Perry, 2007; Smith & Belgrave, 1995), and in particular social
functionality (e.g., Erikson, 1995), I seek linguistic metrics that indicate compromised
daily life through a social medium.
Language production and comprehension. Psycholinguists have distinct
interests from linguists. Linguists partition inquiry into three topics: syntax, semantics,
and pragmatics. Syntax concerns how words fit together to form sentences (e.g.,
Chomsky, 1957). For example, conjunctions and disjunctions allow for the concatenation
of sentences and place agreement constraints between words—verbs require objects,
prepositions require nouns, etc. Semantics focuses on the meaning of words as well as
propositions (e.g., Cruse, 1986). Classically, semantics is the relationship between
propositions and the set of world conditions in which that proposition is true. Pragmatics
investigates the influence of context on meaning, encompassing speech act theory and
conversational analysis (e.g., Mey, 1993).
Chomsky is arguably the most influential contemporary linguist. Chomsky’s
generative grammar (1965) enormously influenced the above partition by demonstrating
syntax as separable from meaning, illustrated by the oddly comprehensible sentence
“Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.” Generative grammar illustrated how a finite
number of rules can support the production and comprehension of an infinite set of
utterances. While partitioning syntax from semantics, Chomsky also maintains
Saussure’s theoretical separability of both from the environment. This is a natural
consequence of his objection to Skinnerian accounts of the role of feedback in language
acquisition (Chomsky, 1959). The contribution of Chomsky takes the form of a
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competence model, i.e., the linguistic knowledge that native speakers possess about how
words fit together ideally.
In contrast, psycholinguists are concerned with performance models, i.e., the
specific processes that produce and comprehend language. Nevertheless, psycholinguists
generally respect the Chomskian partition of syntax and semantics. Inspired by generative
grammar, psycholinguists focus on questions such as: How does the mind produce and
comprehend novel language?, and What processes and mechanisms underlie this ability
(e.g., syntax and semantics)? However, the bulk of psycholinguistic research focuses on
the investigation of comprehension, which affords greater control over the stimuli and
therefore stronger inferences about causality. Psycholinguists debate whether we resolve
potential phrase structure ambiguity (and similarly polysemy) at the end of sentences or
pursue one pathway in real time, for example, garden path sentences such as the classic
“The horse raced past the barn fell” (Dynel, 2009). Processing delays result from
applying one phrase structure while reading only to have it contradicted by later syntactic
cues, forcing a reevaluation, and thereby settled the psycholinguistic debate.
Controlled studies in production prove more difficult. These researchers
commonly record utterances or collect fMRI readings as participants attempt to provide a
particular word or write a sentence. The physical environment in production research
context typically consists of no more than simple, closed-world, controlled stimuli such
as a set of ambiguous shapes (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) or pre-defined problems
(Straus & McGrath, 1994) that constrain intentionality and focus of attention. Further,
researchers typically impose motivation on the participants artificially, e.g., by assigning
a task with some reward for completion. The production tradition has pursued issues such
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as the role of priming on syntactic choice (e.g. Bock, 1986), or deciphering strategies
used to recall words while learning a second language (Chamot & Kupper, 1989). This
research tradition also seeks to identify the mechanisms of production, with Dell (1986)
and Levelt (1993) providing two of the most influential models for the parallel and serial
views of individual components, respectively.
Crucial for my argument is the separability of message content, syntax, and
lexical choice characteristic of psycholinguistic theory and portrayed in Figure 4
(Pickering & Garrod’s work being notably influenced by that of Dell and Levelt). Here I
note that both syntax and lexical choice contribute to message articulation. This allows
for different syntactic structures and lexical choices to correspond to highly similar
content, e.g., “I wish the rain hadn’t started” versus “I wish the rain would stop.” These
differences seem to reflect intentionality in message design related to how an audience
will process the form and content (Horton & Gerrig, 2005). This consideration of
recipient comprehension mechanisms suggests that the analysis of decontextualized
production mechanisms, regardless of the level of detail, cannot predict linguistic
behavior well enough on its own to reverse engineer language output and infer the
conditions to which it corresponds, i.e., the grounding. That is, a thorough examination of
the relationship between language and the world must account for the broader
conversational framework, including intentionality, in which the language arises.
Research with fMRI suggests that production and comprehension share a
neurological network (e.g., Opitz, Müller, & Friederici, 2003; Segaert, Menenti, Weber,
Petersson, & Hagoort, 2012), supporting a unified approach to studying these processes,
and some researchers now consider them collectively (e.g., Tooley & Bock, 2014).
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Considering production and comprehension as linked processes allows the study of one to
inform hypotheses in the other. Clark (1969) explored the influence of lexical alternatives
on comprehension, known as lexical marking, as a psychological phenomenon, defining
foundational adjectives as those stored in memory in a more simple and accessible form
than their “marked” antonyms. Response time methods revealed that marked adjectives in
antonym pairs required longer processing time. Subsequently, Gilpin (1973) studied the
use of bipolar rating scales such as “good” – “bad”. He compared ratings with bipolar
scales to ratings with lexically unmarked unipolar scales (“good” – “not good”) and
lexically marked unipolar scales (“bad” – “not bad”). He found that unmarked unipolar
adjectives more closely resembled bipolar ratings than did marked unipolar adjectives.
Increasing the difficulty of the task by imposing time constraints produced similar, but
attenuated, results. This seems to indicate that comprehension differences arise from a
structural asymmetry of the scales. Negation then can be used in conjunction with marked
adjectives (“not bad”) to convey meaning distinct from the unmarked alternative
(“good”), while negation used in conjunction with the unmarked (“not good”) would
more closely resemble the marked (“bad”). How this asymmetry with respect to negation
manifests in stressful events as conveyed by social media remains an open question.
Consistent with the Gricean maxim of manner (1975) speakers should prefer the
least obscure expression, i.e., the unmarked option. The cognitive simplicity of an
unmarked antonym suggests that it will be more frequent than its marked counterpart, and
in many cases this is true when evaluated against word use baselines. Other evidence
suggests developmental asymmetry in acquisition (e.g., E. V. Clark, 1971; Donaldson &
Wales, 1970). This implies that the selection of the marked adjective and its attending
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processing consequences is intentional, for example to direct attention and convey
emphasis.
Nevertheless, word choice should also respect informativeness (Grice, 1975).
Baseline English proportions reflect a prevalence of the adjective “big” over its opposite
“small” (as measured by the GloWbe database [Davies & Fuchs, 2015]), presumably
because big things are informative. A particularly dangerous, transient storm should
promote words pertaining to above average size and temporarily magnify the disparity
with respect to baseline usage. Similarly, “bad” experiences should promote the word
“bad” over “good”. Word choice in social media therefore cannot be a purely cognitive
phenomenon, as it must to some extent reflect the environment of the message producer.
Mediation. Mediation of language by digital interface such as computers and
mobile phones deserves independent consideration. Certainly, speech differs from written
communication. Speech itself benefits from face to face contact, which allows monitoring
for comprehension (Clark & Krych, 2004; Clark & Schaefer, 1989). Even speech over the
telephone permits interruption. Primarily text-dependent social media therefore likely
influence message properties, particularly Twitter with its character limit.
Social media also particularly support the participation of multiple contributors.
Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire (1984) compared face-to-face, anonymous mediated (via
computer chat windows), and non-anonymous mediated communication (via the same
chat interface) in choice–dilemma problems. They found that whether an identity is
attached or not, a single party is less likely to dominate a conversation in mediated
exchanges, with all parties more likely to contribute something. The researchers also
noted reduced efficiency in reaching consensus and reduced inhibition (more swearing
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and general hostility) with mediation. Straus and McGrath (1994) compared mediated
communication to face-to-face in group performance on a range of tasks. They found that
as levels of interdependence needed to complete a goal increased (from additive idea
generation, to intellective reasoning, and finally to a collective judgment task) the quality
of solutions stayed relatively constant over mediation. However, mediated
communication proved slower, with more misunderstanding. Participants preferred faceto-face in all but the least interdependent task. Mediated communication groups
performed best when participants attempted to generate small pieces of independent
content, in fact consistent with Twitter’s short messaging.
Social media readily accommodate the findings of both written and spoken
language research. Cleland and Pickering (2006) argue that the same mechanism is
responsible for syntactic encoding in both spoken and written productions. Also,
Hartsuiker and Westenberg (2000) demonstrate that word order remains largely
unchanged between modalities. Social media rely (primarily) on written products,
inviting consideration of deliberation and planning in the shaping of sentences (Bereiter
& Scardamalia, 2013), while also exhibiting characteristics of conversation more typical
of spoken language research paradigms. There exists evidence of conventional
conversational markers in 37% of tweets (Ritter, Cherry, & Dolan, 2010). Purohit et al.
(2013) argue for the pragmatic conversational characteristics of Twitter, expanding the
definition to accommodate the implied conversation supported with the Reply and
Mention features. Likewise, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Gamon, and Dumais (2011) found
significant linguistic style matching in Twitter exchanges, like what one would expect in
face-to-face conversations, even controlling for homophily (where people conversing
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tend to be similar already and thus use similar linguistic conventions) and topic
accommodation.
While Twitter’s idiosyncrasies (particularly character limits on message length)
no doubt affect message content, the consequences are likely fortuitous. Holtgraves and
Paul (2013) studied text messages versus telephone conversations unobtrusively and
found that people tended to speak more simply via text, using more words associated
with the personal and affective than they did in recorded phone conversations. Simple,
direct, and personally centered messages likely allow for easier automated processing as
well as greater likelihood of relevance with respect to the sender’s immediate situation.
In summary, the empirical, process oriented literature in psycholinguistics
informs the analysis of social media, including an emphasis on disaster-independent,
function oriented content, appreciation for alignment at multiple levels of analysis
between interlocutors, the separability of message contents from syntactic and lexical
choice, and concern for the influence of media on the message.
Computer Science Approaches to Mining Social Media
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Figure 5. A process for filtering and formatting social media for emergency response.
Event related social media data pass through domain independent analysis prior to
domain dependent analysis that supports automated annotation for a searchable database.
Adapted from “Identifying Seekers and Suppliers in Social Media Communities to
Support Crisis Coordination,” by Purohit et al., 2014, Computer Supported Cooperative
Work, 23(4-6), 513-545. Copyright 2014 by Springer. Adapted with permission.
Social media analysis constitutes a relatively new area of investigation, with early
efforts focusing on defining and classifying behaviors, networks, and trends (e.g., Boyd,
Golder, & Lotan, 2010; Huberman, Romero, & Wu, 2008; Java, Song, Finin, & Tseng,
2007). Sheth (2009) proposed a theory of citizen engagement wherein positioned
observers report on their surroundings, somewhat analogous to the purpose of a physical
sensor on the environment. Ideally such analyses identify and distill content to inform the
formal response community regarding areas of need. The problem of course lies in the
computational distillation of actionable content amid a firehose of mostly irrelevant posts.
Figure 5, based on one presented in Purohit, Hampton, Bhatt, Shalin, Sheth, and Flach
(2014), provides a basis for identifying many of the emergent issues. From a collection of
social media data, Purohit et al. first posit domain independent analyses based on the
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presence of conversational features, to reduce the corpus to a more manageable size.
From there a conventional domain dependent analysis may find actionable information.
Subsequently, an annotated information repository and visualization software organize
findings for the formal response community. I begin my overview of the relevant
computer science literature with domain-dependent analyses, generally concerning the
exploitation of keywords and human-mediated annotation. I follow these subsections
with examples of domain-independent analysis.
Keyword Tallying. Tallying the prevalence of relevant and actionable keywords
has proven a popular approach to information processing, through various stages of
filtering, classifying, aggregating, etc. (e.g., Ashktorab, Brown, Nandi, & Culotta, 2014;
Imran, Castillo, Diaz, & Vieweg, 2015; Imran, Elbassuoni, Castillo, Diaz, & Meier,
2013a; Imran, Elbassuoni, Castillo, Diaz, & Meier, 2013b; Jennex, 2012). Herein,
researchers typically identify a target domain, then use a set of keywords to crawl target
corpora to identify related, lexical entities from the bottom up. Lexical tallying and
subsequent analysis purport to provide a summarized, computationally based
representation of the situation.
The assumption is that a high absolute value of statements or mentions
corresponds to a more pronounced presence of the subject of those statements in the
designated area. However, the approach does not consider the base rate of the tallied
variables. Also, the approach raises concern for veracity, particularly when the
recognition of breach depends on infrequent, or even singular reports.
Moreover, the approach may reward exaggeration with attention. These message
features are subject to intentional exploitation. There also exist examples of social media
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users extrapolating wildly from limited or dubious information, as in the aftermath of the
Boston Marathon bombings when so-called “Reddit detectives” falsely identified
completely innocent bombing suspects whose safety was then threatened (Lee, 2013). In
disaster response, mischievous or uninformed rumors propagated via “retweet”
(forwarded microblogs), could skew results to indicate false need for assistance. Such
potential has motivated effort into characterizing the sender’s trustworthiness (e.g., Tapia,
Bajpai, Jansen, Yen, 2011; Tapia, Moore, Johnson, 2013; Westerman, Spence, & Van
Der Heide, 2014; Vedula, Parthasarathy, & Shalin, 2016)
Annotation. A further limitation of keyword tallying is lexical dependence.
Without a supporting knowledge model, separate references to medical care such as “the
hospital”, “the doctors”, or “urgent care” may not be recognized as high-frequency
features in aggregate. This illustrates but one instance of a general problem in distilling
relevance across the range of choice in language production. Recognizing the
computational challenge this poses, some researchers advocate a role for human preprocessing to aggregated conceptually related content.
Prominent approaches to annotation of social media data include those of Palen,
Starbird, and Vieweg (2010), who helped to define the interaction of official and
publicly-generated information in disaster contexts, with users typically seeking out
official reports and often appending it with their own eye-witness accounts or other more
locally pragmatic details. Subsequent work addressed the ability to leverage digital
volunteers to impose a post hoc structure on messages to afford processing and
comprehension by the formal response community (Starbird & Stamberger, 2010;
Starbird, 2011). However, the approach relies on the questionable assumption that citizen
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observers have the domain knowledge to classify citizen observations properly, e.g., the
implications of flooding for the integrity of the water supply, or the potential public
health crisis when the absence of electricity means that well water can no longer
contribute to household sanitation.
Sheth (2009) advocates a computational approach to annotation with respect to
three dimensions: spatial, temporal, and thematic, by straightforward inference from
computationally accessible resources in the medium. Some users enable geographic
tagging that provides important context for interpretation. Social media also contain
temporal metadata by default, thus readily affording analysis on that dimension.
Thematic analysis, from hashtags and other keywords benefits from knowledge based
analysis. Synthesizing many of these ideas, Purohit et al. (2014) constructed a system to
leverage emergent resources (suppliers) and match them to those in need of aid (seekers).
This contributes to domain modeling and message analysis beyond the lexically bound
approaches to tallying.
Other approaches to the location of key information rely less on specific content,
which Purohit et al. identify as domain-independent analysis. These include sentiment
analysis and conversation analysis.
Sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis (e.g., Pang & Lee, 2008; Wang, Chen,
Thirunarayan, & Sheth, 2012) exemplifies domain independence. Rather than tallying
absolute frequencies of specific lexical items, sentiment analysis typically calculates the
proportion of positive linguistic features to negative ones in proximity to a target entity
(usually expressed as a keyword or hashtag). Investigators can then compare the
proportion to some baseline or competing entity (for example, sentiment relative to stock
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prices over a matched period of time, or one politician against another). Higher
proportions indicate more positive views expressed in the Twitter conversation overall.
This approach has helped predict movie box office performance (Liu, Huang, An, & Yu,
2007; Mishne & Glance, 2006), political variables (Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sander, &
Welpe, 2010; Wang, Can, Kazemzadeh, & Bar, 2012), and stock prices (Yu, Duan, Cao,
2013).
While sentiment analysis has resulted in the successful prediction of behavior, the
relationship of sentiment to environmental conditions is unclear. Caragea (2014) maps
sentiment metrics to the spatial and temporal properties of disaster events, generally
supporting the claim that proximity is associated with negative sentiment. However, this
pattern ignores widespread positive and prosocial behaviors of those most directly
impacted (e.g., Rodríguez, Trainor, & Quarantelli, 2006). It also contrasts with disaster
response theory, which tends to emphasize a positive, prosocial response in the affected
population (Quarantelli, 1986). As Quarantelli makes clear, “organizations do worst
when they assume the worst about human beings in a disaster” (1986, p. 3).
I suggest that the environment (e.g., a disaster scenario) influences the patterns of
lexical choice in a more nuanced manner than sentiment readily captures. This is
reflected both in the long term (through word baselines based on daily life), and in the
short term (via disaster-mediated departures in lexical choice). Moreover, the multiple
functions of speech (e.g., assertion versus promise [Searle, 1976]) muddies reliance on
overall corpus sentiment as the sole (or even predominant) metric of human experience.
Therefore, other measures of lexical choice beyond sentiment may reflect strong
environmental influence on a community.
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Conversation analysis. Purohit et al. (2013) emphasized the conversational
properties of social media. They explored the conversational properties of a social media
platform such as the presence of deictic pronouns as a screening heuristic for subsequent
content analysis. They demonstrated that tweets containing conversational features
contained more sensory experience, social interaction, and communication content than
tweets without conversational features. Domain independent conversational features may
serve a useful pre-screening function in the processing of social media.
Implications for Mining Social Media in Disasters
The psychological processes that underlie language production suggest
complementary approaches to the conventional computational focus on tallying and
annotating specific message content. This dissertation extends domain-independent,
conversation-based screening presented in Purohit et al. (2014) to include lexical choice,
to supplement disaster-specific methods. This work complements the characterization of
disruption based on the simple tally of signal counts.
Twitter allows for a massive, computationally accessible corpus specific to
surrounding events, locations, or topics designated by the researcher. Stable platform
conventions combined with search functions afford manipulation of corpus subsets, such
as eliminating retweets. In addition, studying participant production directly precludes
any possible loss or bias in transcription. As such, the short message service platform
reduces noise that may affect the interpretation of intentionality.
While the psychological research summarized above has a “micro” approach to
language, the properties of social media afford analysis of patterns of language behavior.
My approach relies on style patterns across a corpus to identify a variety of human
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interpretive sensors that respond to different breaches of normal functioning in the
disaster context. The focus on style allows me to employ a baseline standard for
evaluating observed patterns and supports comparison across varying population bases
and event types. These measures will complement other sentiment and conversational
analysis techniques by identifying sentinels of breach of normative conditions. The macro
approach, combined with an elimination of retweets, displaces the reliance on trust and
accuracy common to social media analysis by averaging over the population.
I suggest a heuristic-based method by which computationally inexpensive and
rapid processing of linguistic cues within messages may identify significant breach of
canonicity. The message author’s perceptual and cognitive processes shape how he
detects and interprets a blocked road or a downed power line, determining message
production. These messages are intended to align the community’s understanding of the
situation with his. I shift the metaphor for human processes from sensor to narrative, to
acknowledge the influence of knowledge and intentionality on message production.
Borrowing from both Pickering and Garrod’s (2004) conception of alignment in situation
models, narrative processes tied to the environment (specifically the notion of breach)
constitute both a mechanism and the results of that alignment. Individual posts contribute
to an overall narrative structure by reporting on environmental affordances and
constraints. Mutual understanding is therefore a mutually constructed narrative to explain
circumstances. The current investigation essentially continues the spirit of psychophysics,
mapping different physical stimuli to linguistic measures. Rather than steady light
sources and audio tones, I aim to investigate detection of the problematic in a physical,
socio-cultural environment. The long-term goal is to reason backward from how people
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are formulating messages to the identification of conditions in the world.
Here I describe the empirical implications of this view. Instead of asking
participants for ratings on a constructed scale, I infer potential psychophysical metrics
based on linguistic output with reference to a base rate. My purpose is not to substitute
social media for individual calls for specific assistance, but rather to filter and mine the
pattern of commentary to ascertain the degree of breach and in turn focus response.
Below I suggest the properties of an informed analysis. My approach focuses on selection
of events, consideration of base rates, geographic proximity, and metrics based on
aggregated lexical content. To this end, event type and proximity to those events
constitute the independent variables that should correspond with patterns of lexical
choice, as I will discuss in greater detail below.
Research Question 1: Does the nature of an event (including disaster context,
control over outcome, and sentiment) influence linguistic behavior?
Research Question 1a: What event differences influence linguistic behavior?
Event influences. The correlation of language behavior with ground truth
requires variability in ground truth, particularly with respect to the presence of breach,
and the resulting uncertainty and stress. While the construct of breach should produce
similar patterns in any disaster scenario, there may exist correlations between some type
of disaster and a particular word choice that skews results. To avoid this potential
confound and ensure the measurement of a broadly defined breach of canonicity rather
than, say, some idiosyncrasy in the response to inclement weather in Oklahoma, I include
a variety of events. These include both natural and manmade (terrorist) events in different
regions of the United States. The disaster scenarios I chose were Hurricane Sandy along
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the Northeast coast, tornadoes in central Oklahoma in 2012, and the Boston Marathon
bombing, also in 2012. Hurricane Sandy and the Oklahoma tornado represent natural
hazards. The Boston Marathon bombing represents an intentional, man-made conflict
(Quarantelli, 2005) that serves to test the generality of my findings.
Control over outcome. As practical control conditions, I suggest identifiably and
distinctly non-disaster contexts, invoking a stress response that may influence language
choice, but without the type of breach common to disasters. For my control corpora, I
collected two datasets both including and excluding geographic boundaries on a similar
scale. In one, I randomly selected 50,000 tweets from a location-independent corpus
assembled from search terms related to fantasy football. Crucially, participants in fantasy
football can make choices to impact their outcome and reduce their stress. Fantasy
football is, legally, a game of skill (Humphrey v. Viacom, Inc., 2007), indicating that the
player’s choices of trades, sits, and starts have directional non-random changes on the
outcome. For the second, I crawled Twitter for the 2016 Major League Baseball World
Series between the Chicago Cubs and the Cleveland Indians. As in disasters, participants
are subject to precipitating circumstances outside their control. Unlike disasters, no
participant action controls the World Series outcome—the classical conditions for stress.
Sentiment. To unconfound sentiment with event type, I divide the World Series
datasets into winning and losing streaks (based on the combination of games won and the
winning home city, switching which city’s tweets fall into which category at each
streak’s end). This constitutes a single event (avoiding confound variability with topic,
context, etc.) encapsulating both positive and negative sentiment—eustress and distress—
that is easily distinguishable based on geographical indicators and likely communal
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attachment to a given city’s home team. Sorting tweets by winning and losing decouples
the notion of breach from sentiment valence. Further, the conversational patterns of the
losing team’s city may present a kind of intangible disaster for the most ardent of fans,
potentially helping to define a sliding scale of community response to adverse events
generally. I acknowledge the likelihood of patterns adhering to a communal narrative
structure similar to that of disasters. Nevertheless, deviations elicited by true disaster
contexts should prove distinguishable in both manner and magnitude. I identify the
specific linguistic measure employed in Research Question 2.
Research Question 1b: How does event influence linguistic behavior: proportions of
paired antonyms in situations of breach compared to an Internet-specific base
rate—is the departure general or specific to antonym pairs?
Base rates. One of the limitations of the tallying approach to mining is the
absence of base rates to scale observed responses. A single report is therefore assumed to
be meaningful (provided trustworthiness is established). In contrast, psychological
science does not typically invest single data points with meaning, but rather depends on
statistical analysis to detect discrepancies from chance occurrence. Word baseline
databases provide base rates for word frequencies, including databases specific to Internet
language, e.g., the GloWbe database (Davies & Fuchs, 2015). These aggregate language
behavior across all web-based circumstances over extended periods of time and provide a
basis for estimated chance occurrence. Still, absolute frequencies during an event are not
meaningful when compared to aggregated frequencies. To overcome magnitude issues, I
examine proportions, in particular proportions of lexical choice between antonyms.
Lexical choice. As justified above, lexical choice corresponds to a combination of
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the environment and of schemas that capture the environment’s relationship to normal
functioning. I operationalize breach in relation to baseline conditions by exploiting the
phenomenon of lexical choice. The lexicon offers alternatives for creating emphasis.
When discussing size, standard language patterns in English show a baseline preference
for the adjective “big” over its opposite “small”. An increased relative prevalence of
“big” likely indicates the increased prevalence of something big in the world. I treat
negation as orthogonal to this choice, equally affecting the prevalence of “big” (as in “not
big”) and “small” (“not small”). A separate analysis of negation will address this
assumption. Rather than rely on raw frequency counts as a metric of need, I compare the
observed proportions of paired lexical alternatives in a disaster social media corpus to
baseline proportions that provide a base rate. This Bayesian-inspired approach shifts the
focus from individual reports to the altered pattern of such reports that reflect the
combined influences on lexical choice, including lexical marking (Gilpin, 1973), Gricean
maxims (Grice, 1975) and conversational alignment (Levelt, 1993). I suggest that
message filtering and the general assessment of need is informed by comparing observed
lexical choice between paired antonyms to word baselines, beyond that gleaned from
expressions of sentiment.
Disaster response situations should provide the requisite breach of canonicity to
serve as a magnifier for linguistic variables sensitive to stress in an individual, including
lexical choice. Stress situated in a breach event provides motivation (if only to remove
the stressor). The larger an event and the less ambiguous the goal (e.g., clear in a storm,
conflicting in an election), the more observers within the affected area should converge
on shared lexical choices across the corpus. Regardless of the relative strength of
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contextual influence or marked language emphasis, decisive changes in patterns of
language behavior will arise in meaningful and detectable ways. I therefore decline to
make a directional hypothesis, but instead propose a conservative metric to identify
relatively certain changes attributable to salient environmental factors and the
corresponding increase in stress of message producers.
Research Question 2: What impact does spatial proximity to a disaster have on
language behavior (e.g., authenticity, sentiment)?
Just as the nature of the event may influence how observers express breach, an
observer’s proximity to that event should do the same. Certainly, the articulated concerns
of someone with a flooded ground floor would diverge from the ubiquitous “thoughts and
prayers” pouring in from afar. Authentic, situated concern should diverge in many ways
from those simply referring to the event, including specificity and discussion of
functionality. To identify the disparities in message content, I separate the disaster
corpora above into rough boundaries of those in close proximity to the hardest hit area,
those in the broader community, and those situated spatially beyond the general
geographic area. These are rough approximations, not meant to set definitive boundaries
but merely to identify a coarse gradient of exposure and corresponding reaction. While
this relationship likely resists a “border” between those directly versus distally impacted,
a gross aggregation of these broad categories may point toward the critical linguistic
patterns that serve to differentiate. Resolution is a function of corpus size.
Lexically-aggregated metrics. RQ2 employs lexically aggregated metrics in lieu
of antonym proportions for several reasons. When a corpus is partitioned for the analysis
of geographic proximity, frequency counts plunge. Aggregated LIWC metrics support a
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study of behavior with a finer grained spatial analysis, when the base rates of individual
lexical items become too low to detect trends. Linguistic Inquiry Word Count software
(LIWC; Pennebaker, Boyd, Jordan, & Blackburn, 2015), provides a kind of knowledgebased tallying regarding categories for psychological processes (to indicate message
authors’ consideration of mental activities), spatial and temporal relativity (suggesting
concern for dynamic properties), biological processes (suggesting concern for
physiological rather than cognitive topics), and authenticity, all of which would likely
vary in use between those immediately versus distally impacted by an event. LIWC
classifies words into one or more categories, counts the number that occur for each, and
presents that number as a percentage of total linguistic output. LIWC has proven useful in
social media analytics for its rapid and naïve approach (e.g., Chen & Sakamoto, 2014;
Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016; Landwehr & Carley, 2014; Purohit, Hampton, Shalin, Sheth,
Flach, & Bhatt, 2013) that does not require extensive domain modeling or advanced
computation.
Moreover, specific LIWC dictionaries address two issues raised earlier: 1) the role
of sentiment in the analysis of social media and 2) the relationship between negation and
lexical choice. LIWC can perform sentiment analysis (e.g., Pang & Lee, 2008; Wang,
Chen, Thirunarayan, & Sheth, 2012) through measures for positive emotion, negative
emotion, and aggregated tone7. This allows me to examine differences between breach
and sentiment valence, revealing value added by consideration for antonym pairs beyond
that of more conventional sentiment analysis approaches. LIWC also allows me to

7

According to the LIWC User Manual (Pennebaker et al., 2015a), “tone” measures a continuum from
positive and upbeat to anxious and sad.
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investigate the relationship between antonym selection and the manner and density of
content.
Research Question 3: Do high frequency members of the antonym pair correlate
with content (e.g., sentiment, negation, motion processes)?
While investigating the processes of message generation carries import in its own
right, the applications motivation for this work was that high frequency members of the
antonym pair provide a useful heuristic for finding content useful to response agencies.
Content quality and density. Other LIWC measures relating to physical
movement and processes may indicate that messages containing sentinels of breach also
contain higher density of content that is relevant to those monitoring the disaster.
Categories such as function, motion, perception, biological, and cognitive processing may
shed light on this relationship. However, there may be a role for more specific analyses
related to compromised functionality, such as transportation terminology. An
examination of individual tweets addresses this issue.
Analysis Approach
My approach to distinguishing disaster from non-disaster corpora requires a
preliminary evaluation to ensure that disaster and non-disaster corpora vary sensibly in
relation to one another on predictable, theoretically sound variables (RQ1). Having
established that, I will compare how event types influence language relative to other
events (RQ1a). RQ1b employs paired antonyms, for which I use an objective external
reference for each word in every pair’s base frequency of Internet use to investigate
departure in different event settings.
Complementing these analyses, the more aggregated nature of LIWC metrics
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allows for investigation broken down by geographical proximity to critical events without
a compromising reduction of power (RQ2). LIWC content analysis allows me to address
authenticity, negation, and sentiment. Finally, I will examine the words that reliably
increase in frequency during disaster contexts (relative to their paired antonyms) and
determine if the messages in which people elect to use them increase consistently on
content measures like sentiment, negation, or motion processes (RQ3).
II.

METHOD

Datasets
I collected several million unique tweets (i.e., omitting those with markers
indicating they were retweets) from three disasters in different regions and of distinct
types across the United States. I eliminated “retweets” or forwarded messages because
they are likely heavily influenced by organizational reports, which contaminate my
interest in personal narrative (Starbird & Palen, 2010). I used a social media analysis
tool, Twitris (Purohit & Sheth, 2013), to identify the tweets within the target time frames
(see Table 1 for inclusion criteria). As is typical of social media data, location specific
corpuses constitute a small subset of the full data stream. I further segmented the
resulting corpora according to location tags specified in Tables 2 and 3, isolating
proximal and intermediate corpora, with the remaining location tagged tweets
constituting the distal corpus. In choosing these bounding boxes, I balanced the size of
the corpus, the frequency of pairs, and region size.
Table 1
Inclusion Criteria for Tweet Datasets
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Table 2
Coordinates of the Bounding Boxes Used for Direct Comparison between Events
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Note. As Hurricane Sandy directly impacted a much larger area than the other disasters, I
use only the smaller bounding box, where the Boston Marathon Bombing and the
Oklahoma Tornado use the larger bounding box.
Table 3
Coordinates of the Bounding Boxes Used for the “Doughnut” Analysis of Events

Note. Tweets in my dataset with geotags outside of these boxes include 366,604 from
Hurricane Sandy, 974,314 from the Boston Marathon bombing, 477,336 from the
Oklahoma tornado, and 190,374 from the World Series.
Using only tweets with geolocation information for the World Series analysis, I
first eliminated all tweets arising from areas outside of either Chicago or Cleveland based
on a spatially generous, but fairly arbitrary bounding box (see Figure 6). Then I divided
the two corpora (Chicago and Cleveland) into winning and losing streaks (Tables 4 and
5). Winning streaks began after each team had clinched their respective leagues (i.e.,
secured a spot in the championship) and continued until that team’s first loss (game one
for Chicago, game two for Cleveland), with time of loss operationally defined as two
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hours after the game’s scheduled start time. To obtain a combined corpus of wins and
losses, the city of collection for each category switched with each snapped winning
streak. For example, after a Cleveland win, all tweets emanating from that city appear in
the “wins” corpus and all from Chicago appear in the “losses” corpus until Chicago won
a game, at which point the classification switched. The final “streak” continued from the
end of game five, when Chicago fended off elimination, through their ultimate victory,
and on until the United States’ election day began on November 8th, when factors not
related to baseball were likely to contaminate any findings.

Figure 6. Bounding boxes for the World Series, including Chicago- and Clevelandcentered regions.
Table 4
Compilation of corpora samplings that constitute the ‘World Series Wins’ corpus

Note. All times are in Greenwich Mean Time. The first time starts for both teams when
both pennants had been secured.
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Table 5
Compilation of corpora samplings that constitute the ‘World Series Losses’ corpus

Note. Different end times between the wins and losses corpora reflect the same time
point in different time zones: midnight the morning of Election Day in the United States
Antonym Pairs
Previous research into marked language (e.g., Gilpin, 1973) provided a starting
point for compiling the set of antonym pairs. Additionally, I consulted a list of common
positive adjectives from the Oxford English Dictionary online and paired each with its
most common antonym using www.thesaurus.com. Finally, I read through 100 randomly
selected tweets for each disaster corpus and manually identified the adjectives used, later
adding the corresponding antonym as above. I eliminated redundancies to complete the
list of 36 pairs. The selected pairs appear in Tables 7 and 8 in the results section.
Word frequency baselines. The GloWbe database of Internet language (Davies
& Fuchs, 2015) estimated the baseline frequency of words within the United States. I
calculated a baseline proportion of use between each word and its matched alternate such
that the less common word in the control corpus was represented as a fraction of the total
use. For example, “all” appeared 1,306,886 times in the GloWbe corpus, while its
marked alternate “some” appeared 724,227 times. Thus, the proportion of “some” to the
pair total equals 0.36. This approach standardizes comparison across antonym pairs with
different absolute frequencies.
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Sentiment baselines. I used SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2010) to obtain
sentiment scale values for each member of the antonym pair. I determined any difference
in sentiment value greater than zero to be an affectively asymmetric pair and confirmed
this determination against the valence values in the 14,000 item Warriner, Kuperman,
and Brysbaert (2013) database when possible.
Tabulation
For the purposes of tabulating antonyms, I first used an open-source tokenization
tool from Apache OpenNLP (2010) to separate each word from any adjacent punctuation
to facilitate automatic identification without capturing word inflections that may carry
different denotation or connotation (e.g., I wanted to capture the “real” in “for real!” but
not in “really”). After tokenizing the text files, I ran each through a custom Python-based
program that counted each instance of the target words, including ones that occurred at
the beginning or end of a line (i.e., without leading or following spaces), and output the
count into a table complete with the filename and target word.8 This contrasts with the
method reported in Hampton & Shalin (2016), which employed a simple search function
that required empty space preceding and following the target word in order to be
counted. The custom program employed here breaks words apart from punctuation for
more thorough counting. This yielded two scores (one for each member of the antonym
pair) against which to compare the corresponding two scores in the baseline database.
I calculated several other percentages using the LIWC tool (Pennebaker et al.,
2015b) for further content analyses. LIWC tallies content ranging from linguistic

8

A preliminary analysis with computationally unsophisticated searches resulted in slightly different word
counts. These results were closely related in relative magnitude, but a few borderline word pairs only
reached significance with the latter approach.
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variables (personal pronouns, punctuation) to abstract concepts (social or environmental
interaction) by counting the number of words in a target corpus that appear in a given
LIWC category (e.g., every “me” counts toward personal pronouns) and calculating a
percentage of that tally relative to the total number of words. All LIWC categories are
organized into an overarching “dictionary”. LIWC tallies also informed my pilot work.
Statistical Analysis
I conducted two sets of statistical analyses. The first set examined the pattern of
lexical choice across events (RQ1, RQ1a, RQ1b). These analyses largely concern
correlations and effect size departures from baselines. The second set concerned the
spatial (RQ2) and quantitative (RQ3) distribution of content by lexical choice. RQ3
analyses employ an ANOVA framework.
Pattern of lexical choice. The goal of these analyses was to establish trends in
lexical choice across events expressed as proportions, and identify the specific word
pairs responsible for any observed trends. I calculated proportions of use between
antonym pairs by taking the count of one alternative (in either baseline or event-specific
corpora) and dividing that number by the count of that alternative (the same number)
plus the count of its opposite. This way, the two proportions always add up to 1.0 (see
Figure 7).

Figure 7. Proportion formula for the less common “some” relative to “all” in baseline
circumstance. Observed proportions are calculated the same way, with observed values.
To compare the proportions for an antonym pair with the word baseline corpus, I
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employed effect size metrics. The Cox Logit method (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) compares
proportions using d values. For example, the pair all/some has a baseline proportion of
use of 0.36 (with “all” as the more common alternative; see Figure 7) and an observed
proportion in the Hurricane Sandy corpus of 0.23 (shifting toward “all”). Consistent with
the Cox Logit d value (Figure 8), I divided the observed proportion, 0.23, by its inverse,
0.77, and divided that by the baseline proportion, 0.36, over its inverse of 0.64. D
increases with asymmetry in the contributing binary proportions, reinforcing the standard
caution regarding over-emphasis on effect size (Cohen, 1988).
Moreover, although the source corpora are quite large, the number of instances of
an antonym pair can be small, particularly as the geographic span of the corpus shrinks.
As a result, a 95% confidence interval including zero may surround otherwise impressive
d values. Determining a confidence interval (Figure 9) follows a similar procedure but
takes into account the magnitude of the observed and baseline counts. I employed an
effect size calculator (Wilson, 2000) to spot check both d values and the surrounding
95% confidence intervals.

Figure 8. Cox Logit d formula, instantiated for all/some in the Hurricane Sandy corpus

Figure 9. Cox Logit d 95% confidence interval formula, where “Base Count A” is the
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count of instances of word A (“some”) in the baseline corpus; “Base Count B” is the
same for word B (“all”); “Obs. Count A” is the count of word A observed in the target
corpus; and “Obs. Count B” is the same for word B.
Several statistical concerns challenge the comparison of observed proportions
between the corpora, such as assumptions of linear relationships, the underlying
distribution of proportion values, and the fundamental correlation of the observed
proportions with a baseline. I describe the relationship between two sets of observed
proportions using a Spearman’s rank correlation and recover partial correlations between
disaster corpora controlling for the common baseline value (National Institute of
Standards and Technology, 2012).
Spatial proximity. I will examine changes in language behavior with respect to
spatial event proximity, to demonstrate that linguistic behavior is a valid measure of
speaker experience, changing in expected fashion. D values should attenuate with
distance from the disaster epicenter. However, spatial proximity analysis requires
segmenting the corpora. I am unable to conduct this analysis with the above pairs owing
to the sparsity of geo-tagged data. The resulting small subsets generally result in
prohibitively low frequency values for the observed pairs, with a preponderance of
missing data and non-significant d values. Aggregated metrics, resulting from LIWC
tallying, increase the base rates.
To examine trends with respect to spatial proximity I will change metrics from
individual words to LIWC categories, each of which aggregates over dozens of words,
and returns a value for the observed frequency in a percentage of total language. The
target LIWC categories include language about (roughly) interaction with the
environment (function, motion, relative, focus on the present), personal factors
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(cognitive processes, perception, personal pronouns, biological, ingest), manner of
utterances (authenticity, clout, certainty, analytic, tone), content density (word count, six
letter words), social interaction (affiliation, positive emotion), and a consideration for
negation.
I will examine three subsets of data for each disaster event as indicated in Table 3:
a small bounding box, a doughnut consisting of the remainder of content in the large
bounding box less the content in the small bounding box, and a distal subset consisting
of content known to originate outside the large bounding box. LIWC categories are not
orthogonal, and I do not report all of them. Many of the trends across proximity are
consistent for all three events. Most are consistent for Sandy and Oklahoma.
Distribution of content by lexical choice. Having established correlations in
word choice between events, and attributing these to specific antonym pairs, I conducted
quantitative content analysis, sentiment analysis, and negation analysis comparing the
content in those tweets containing the high frequency member of the pair with the content
of tweets with the low frequency member of the pair. All these analyses employed a
three-way ANOVA, with Pair, Event, and Hi/Lo Frequency as independent variables.
Pair refers to a specific subset of antonym pairs (nine of which appeared informative
according to the above analyses), and Event is one of the six events in my study. Hi/Lo
Frequency separates tweets according to whether they contained the member of those
nine antonym pairs that increased or decreased significantly and consistently in use in the
presence of a disaster.
To obtain a dependent measure for the corpora in direct comparison in the
ANOVAs (small bounding box for Hurricane Sandy, large bounding boxes for Oklahoma
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tornadoes and the Boston Marathon bombing, wins and losses from the World Series
cities, and the full fantasy football corpus) I also separated out the tweets for each event
category that individually contained target variables (i.e., 6 events by 9 pairs of 2
individual words for 108 total files9). I analyzed each file with the LIWC tool. I then
examined which of the 67 LIWC categories (see Pennebaker et al., 2015b, for a more
detailed explanation of these variables) had the most consistent patterns between tweets
containing high versus low frequency antonyms, looking especially for pairs that moved
in one direction for disaster corpora and the other for non-disaster. Adding to this list
those LIWC variables for which I had a priori hypotheses (e.g., negation, positive and
negative emotion) yielded 20 total ANOVAs.
I organized the scores on these LIWC variable for each of the 108 files into the
three-way ANOVA table described above. For example, with the LIWC category
negative emotion, I ran separate 108 separate LIWC tallies—one each for tweets arising
from a unique combination of event and word in the antonym pair list. Each LIWC
analysis gave a single score for the percentage of negative emotion words appearing in
that subset of tweets. I organized these scores into the pair by event by high versus low
frequency member decomposition described above. The resulting ANOVAs determine if
particular pairs, particular events, or the high frequency word in an antonym pair cooccur with increased measures of content density. There are possible confounds in this
analysis as the word used to segment the corpus (words in the antonym pairs) could
appear in the LIWC dictionary. For example, in the case of the LIWC category

9

“Sane” was never used in the location specific World Series losses corpus, nor was “severe” used in the
fantasy football corpus, resulting in null results for those two files.
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“certainty”, I eliminated all/some; “all” confounds results across pairs because it also
serves a seed word for the “certainty” category. In these cases, I removed the pair in
question from the analysis.
III.

Results and Discussion

First, I review pilot data conducted with relatively small sample sizes and
analyzed by the LIWC software to demonstrate the computationally accessible
differences in language between disaster and non-disaster scenarios (RQ1). For the
complete data set, I then correlate the observed proportions of lexical choice between
pairs of disasters to examine generality across disaster corpora (RQ1a). Next I examine
specific antonym pairs to determine which ones depart from baseline proportions
consistently across corpora (RQ1b), the directionality of this departure, and the
(in)dependence of these findings on sentiment. I then split the corpora by proximity to
disaster epicenter and employ LIWC (RQ2) to investigate the impact of proximity to
content manner (RQ2a). This includes demonstrating that my manipulation taps into
social media users who are genuinely attached to the event, by the “Authenticity” metric.
“Posemo” demonstrates that sentiment analysis proves more complex than a naïve
interpretation might suggest. Other metrics for biological and spatiotemporal concerns
indicate personal reflections concerning food, space, time, and motion that support my
narrative argument that people in the event remain more concerned with practicalities
than those surrounding the event. Finally, a comparison only of tweets containing
individual target words (e.g., a corpus of tweets that all contain the word “wonderful”
originating from the area around Hurricane Sandy) tests the relationship between lexical
choice and sentiment, the hypothesized orthogonality with negation, and the notion of
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relative information density concurrent with shifts toward more stressed linguistic
choices (RQ3). A sample of tweets determined by my lexical choice heuristic illustrates
the notion of breach underlying the observed pattern of results.
Research Question 1: Does the nature of an event (including disaster context,
control over outcome, and sentiment) influence linguistic behavior?
LIWC pilot. Pilot analyses established the potential differences in language
behavior between disaster events and normal circumstances and provided a grounded
theory approach (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) to the development of hypotheses. Consistent
with the method of Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Gamon, and Dumais (2011), I used the
LIWC software (Pennebaker et al., 2001) on small (1,000) geographically dispersed
Twitter datasets collected under nominal conditions with a sample from tornado laden
Oklahoma to reveal instances of collective deviation from baseline language behavior,
indicative of breach of canonicity. Three datasets contain selections from tweets in one of
three major cities: Los Angeles, Miami, and Manhattan. Each represents a different week
with nothing of particular interest happening, certainly with respect to disaster
management. The other dataset contains a selection of tweets from a section of Oklahoma
during a period when it was subjected to numerous tornadoes. These datasets all contain
1,000 tweets. Qualitative analysis suggests differences in language between disaster and
non-disaster settings (see Table 6).
Table 6
Preliminary LIWC metrics for disaster versus non-disasters in percentage of total tweet
volume
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Region
Non-

Los Angeles

Positive
Emotion

Negative
Emotion

“I”

Prepositions

Function

4.71

2.49

5.66

08.37

39.25

4.41

1.94

3.36

07.27

30.71

Manhattan

4.79

2.13

4.71

08.35

38.19

Disaster Central
Oklahoma

2.67

3.17

1.76

13.29

34.33

Disaster Miami

Positive emotion and negative emotion both trend in the expected direction,
considering the large areas in question10. The next column presents the personal pronoun
“I” and shows a marked decrease in the disaster scenario, indicating a shift away from the
egocentric perspective among the population. This counterintuitive result may stem from
the established prosocial tendencies of people in disasters (Rodríguez, Trainor, &
Quarantelli, 2006; Quarantelli, 1986). Again, this averages over the entire city, rather
than a relatively small area that was directly impacted, which may show different patterns
from more spatially restricted analyses. Prepositions appear to increase dramatically,
possibly indicating a focus on spatial language, introducing new subjects with reference
to established ones (e.g. “North of town”). Finally, function words do not differ from the
general population of tweets, likely because this category collapses over several others
which may cancel out (e.g. articles, conjunctions, adverbs), indicating a need to closely
examine how variables are aggregated. These results support the notion that analysis of
linguistic behavior can detect both reactions to disaster situations as well as assertions
about them.

10

I will later address the nuances inherent in sentiment analysis of disaster scenarios.
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RQ1a: What event differences influence linguistic behavior?
Lexical choice by event. I used Spearman partial correlations to demonstrate
positive relationships between the observed language behavior, generally across all
events. I report the observed partial Spearman r values for the relationship between two
event corpora, controlling for the underlying relationship of both to baseline values. The
resulting partial r values confirm positive relationships between the observed proportions
despite the influence of a common baseline (see Table 7). These tables include minor
discrepancies from previously published work on the same data sets (Hampton & Shalin,
2016) based on changes in measurement method.
Table 7
Partial Spearman Rank Correlation Values for Observed Proportion Values Controlling
for Baseline Influence

Note. n = 36 for all comparisons. Approximate critical r = 0.33 for a = .05 (Noether,
1976, p. 203). “FF” indicates fantasy football, “WSL” for World Series losses, and
“WSW” for World Series wins.
Almost all the correlations are significant. The strongest correlations do exist
between theoretically related events: Hurricane Sandy and the Oklahoma tornadoes and
the World Series wins (WSW) and losses (WSL). In both cases, this suggests some
influence of experience on lexical choice. The high correlation between World Series
wins and losses further suggests that my lexical choice metric captures something
beyond sentiment analysis, as these should diverge strongly on that dimension.
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With 15 pairings I hesitate to suggest substantive distinctions. The relatively low
relationship between the Boston Marathon bombing and Hurricane Sandy (r = .37) could
reflect substantive event differences (natural versus intentional disasters). Other
relatively high correlations could reflect spurious relationships owing to the relevance of
specific word pairs (e.g., “high” and “low” could both refer to weather characteristics in
Hurricane Sandy and Oklahoma tornadoes).
These analyses do not consider the statistical significance of the individual metric
(antonym proportion) relative to the baseline, and the potential relationship between
specific pairs and events. This concern is addressed further below.
Research Question 1b: How does event influence linguistic behavior: proportion of
paired antonyms in situations of breach compared to an Internet-specific base
rate—is the departure general or specific to antonym pairs?
Examination of specific antonym pairs. Spearman values are a function of the
entire dataset; interpreting significant correlations is not straightforward. Below I
examine the specific pairs that are responsible for the observed correlations, focusing
particularly on those pairs that seem to be consistent across disasters. I also examine the
potential confounding of these patterns with sentiment, and illustrate some of the content
associated with high frequency antonyms.
Pair effects. Using an effect size metric to examine the discrepancy of observed
proportion from the baseline, I present my results regarding specific antonym pairs in
two tables. The first (Table 8) focuses on those d values that exceed an (arbitrary)
absolute value of 0.37 with 95% confidence intervals that do not include zero for at least
two disasters. The direction of the discrepancy is roughly evenly split between increases
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and decreases in the prevalence of the rarer term. Nine pairs are consistent across all
three disaster events. This presents an increase of two pairs (soft/hard and stupid/smart)
from findings reported in a previous publication on the same data (Hampton & Shalin,
2016) based on the change in word count methods. Significant variations may occur if
word selection is correlated with punctuation, captured by the more computationally
advanced tally employed here.
Only two word pairs diverge from word baselines in opposing directions between
disaster events (warm/cool and east/west). Of the nine pairs that show a consistent
pattern across disaster events, none are consistent in the same direction in all nondisaster events. Three are significant in the same direction in more than one non-disaster
event (wonderful/horrible, crazy/sane, and together/alone) consistent with the above
noted correlations. Stop/start, minor/severe, and hard/soft shift in the opposite direction
when comparing all three disasters to one of the non-disaster datasets, and fall either
below my threshold or below significance thresholds in the other two non-disaster
datasets.
Table 8
Moderate to Large Effect Size Departures from Baselines by Disaster
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Note. Less frequent words according to GloWbe appear first in the pair description, so
that positive d indicates an observed increase in the less frequent word and negative d
indicates an observed increase in the more frequent word. Bolded pairings indicate a
reversal of direction across disasters. “NS” indicates that a d 95% confidence interval
contained 0. “BT” indicates that the d value fell below my threshold of an absolute value
of 0.37. “ZU” indicates zero instances of the uncommon alternative. Less frequent words
according to GloWbe appear first in the pair description, so that positive d indicates an
observed increase in the less frequent word and negative d indicates an observed increase
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in the more frequent word. Horizontal lines separate pairs that were significant in all
three disaster events, then two out of three without the Boston Marathon bombing, the
Oklahoma tornadoes, and Hurricane Sandy, respectively. Pairings with results unique to
Hurricane Sandy are not presented.
* indicates a sentiment asymmetry per SentiStrength
† indicates disagreement between Warriner sentiment classification and
SentiStrength
Table 9
Hurricane Sandy d Analysis for Pairs Not Included in Table 8

Note. Less frequent words according to GloWbe appear first in the pair description, so
that positive d indicates an observed increase in the less frequent word and negative d
indicates an observed increase in the more frequent word.
* indicates a sentiment asymmetry per SentiStrength
† indicates disagreement between Warriner sentiment classification and SentiStrength
The second table completes the list of 36 pairs, illustrating singleton effects for
Hurricane Sandy, where the large corpus provides narrow confidence intervals. For
Hurricane Sandy, most of the word pairs (24/36) meet my discrepancy criteria.
Annotations on the entries in Tables 8 and 9 indicate affective (sentiment) asymmetry in
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word pairings. Many pairs do not reflect affective asymmetry. Some pairs such as
minor/severe, massive/tiny and in/out have clear context relevance. But neither affective
asymmetry nor context relevance explain pairs such as some/all, stop/start and
alone/together. The pair some/all is particularly interesting because it includes two high
frequency “stop words” that are generally ignored in text mining.
Research Question 2: What impact does spatial proximity to a disaster have on
language behavior (e.g., authenticity, sentiment, and negation)?
I explored a range of LIWC variables to find those that vary consistently with
increased distance from an event epicenter. Figures 10–12 illustrate four of these metrics
for the three events, with gradated distinctions for distance (central, doughnut, and
distal). To aid comparison, I converted observed words-per-hundred values (standard
LIWC output) to z-scores based on my three samples. High authentic scores indicate a
more honest, personal, and disclosing text (note that this does not incorporate personal
pronouns); lower scores suggest a more guarded, distanced text. Ingest refers to kinds of
food and ingestion terminology such as “taste” and “dine”. Posemo refers to positively
valenced emotional words and word combinations. Relativ combines spatial, temporal,
and motion references.
Across all three disaster events, authenticity increases with proximity to the
epicenter. This pattern supports the claim that my corpora are tapping personal
comments and not organizational reports, suggesting that messages do in fact come from
those individuals most directly impacted by the event. It appears that those closer to the
event will be more authentic by virtual of direct rather than reflected exposure, while
also shifting away from an egocentric perspective (as indicated the LIWC pilot).
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The positive emotion analysis further supports the claim that my findings provide
value added beyond conventional sentiment analysis. The trend is for positive emotion to
increase with proximity to the event, contrary to expectation. The seemingly
contradictory findings in the LIWC pilot arise from the aggregated nature of that corpus,
including those directly impacted along with the wider geographic area. It seems positive
emotion decreases overall, but to a lesser degree for those directly impacted. This
reinforces concern for reliance on sentiment as a metric of need, and also the
orthogonality of my analysis to those of sentiment analysis. Finally, measures for relative
words and ingestion words increase with proximity to the disaster epicenter. The former
indicates that people are in motion or monitoring dynamic events in specific terms. The
latter suggests a concern for the basic necessity of food and water. Both provide
convergent validity for my identification of breach as the primary driver of changes in
lexical choice, with no suggestion that the use of negation systematically differs in its
presence.
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Figure 10. Spatial representation of LIWC categories in z-scores relative to the hardest
hit areas of Hurricane Sandy. Map image credit: Google Inc.
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Figure 11. Spatial representation of LIWC categories in z-scores relative to the Boston
Marathon finish line. Map image credit: Google Inc.
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Figure 12. Spatial representation of LIWC categories in z-scores relative to hardest hit
areas of the storms in central Oklahoma. Map image credit: Google Inc.
Research Question 3: Do high frequency members of the antonym pair correlate
with content (e.g., sentiment, negation, motion processes)?
This question allows me to investigate three things. First, I can determine whether
the use of words that increase in use in disaster contexts can be exploited to mine
actionable content. Second, it examines the effect of negation with respect to my
antonym pairs and if these two aspects of lexical choice are related. Finally, I can address
the relationship between antonym selection and sentiment, the dominant method of largescale social media analysis.
I used ANOVA to determine the presence or absence of a quantitative
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relationships in these areas, as measured by LIWC constructs. I conducted three-way
ANOVAs, with Pair (nine), Event (six) and Hi/Lo Frequency (two) as independent
variables. I considered Pair as a random effect, and Event and Frequency as fixed effects.
Proper tests of Event and Frequency were therefore against Pair*Fixed Effect error terms.
Due to the small number of pairs, these were conservative, low-power tests. A less
conservative test uses the pooled residual from all Pair interactions. I also decomposed
the five Event degrees of freedom into separate orthogonal contrasts.
I am less interested in differences among the nine pairs, as these would be
difficult to disentangle and of questionable utility or generalizability to other
circumstances. Instead, I focus on differences between the high and low frequency
alternatives with respect to disaster datasets (i.e., those that increase or decrease in
relative use in the presence of disasters). Differences between disaster and non-disaster
datasets, or among the various constituent datasets could potentially provide useful
insight, particularly if these interacted with high and low frequency antonym selection.
Tweet content. Other LIWC measures could support the claim that high
frequency members of the antonym pair are associated with a greater content density. If
antonym pairs are to function as screening tools, it may follow that messages containing
words that consistently increase in relative use during disasters would also contain more
disaster-relevant information. To test this, I ran an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on 20
LIWC categories. An example analysis in Table 10 shows that this is largely not the
case.
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Table 10
ANOVA for Prevalence of Motion Words

Several categories overlapped with one or more of the target words and had to be
re-run with that pair removed. (For full ANOVA result tables, see Appendix entries 119.) Despite the large corpora, segmentation on both word pair and semantic categories
resulted in several categories with no representative tweets for analysis. To combat the
unequal n that resulted, I either deleted the subject (word pair) if more than one score was
missing, or replaced the score using Kirk’s formula for individual null results (1982, p.
268-270).
Despite an exhaustive, multi-faceted deconstruction of the events, pairs, and
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contrasts, my conservative error term prevented discovery of any consistent departure
toward increased content density in the presence of words that increase in frequency in
the presence of disasters. Using a more liberal test with pooled degrees of freedom, I did
find that LIWC measures for word count demonstrated significant departures. This
indicates that when people elect the stressed alternative, their messages tend to be longer.
The messages also use more relative words, concerning spatiotemporal relationships.
The relatively weak signal, combined with the risk of family-wise error, serves as
a cautionary warning. Such an approach to the identification of content requires
substantially more pairs, which is the limiting factor on power in the error term.
However, manually-selected examples of tweet content illustrate breach as a
more promising heuristic for content identification. All the examples in Table 11
illustrate the disruption in normal activity—notable but not uniformly negative. The mix
of sentiment reflects the range of communicative function, including commissives,
directives, and beliefs, along with factual assertion.
The Boston police in Example 5 were surely aware of their presence at the train
stations; the tweet does, however, indicate the public response. And while Example 7
does not require an organizational response, it does inform the response organizations of
community activity, which can be highly influential in distributing resources. I note the
wide-ranging idiosyncratic content and language apart from my antonym-pair heuristic,
indicating power outages, downed trees, and disrupted traffic. My stylistic heuristic
indicators support the identification of numerous specific compromises, phrased in
virtually unlimited fashion.
Table 11
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Tweet Examples

Note. The SentiStrength scale ranges from -5 to 5. I have superficially altered tweet
examples in compliance with Twitter’s privacy policy. These examples illustrate a mix of
assertions (3), directives (2, 7) and commissives (7) that influence overall sentiment
ratings.
* indicates affectively asymmetric pairs according to SentiStrength
† indicates a disagreement on affective asymmetry between Warriner et al. and
SentiStrength
While the presence of a significant effect for positive emotion words could
indicate an overlap with sentiment analysis, the spatial analysis and the ANOVAs
discount such a straightforward conclusion.
Negation. Antonym analysis does not account for the use of negation, e.g., “not
tiny”, “not wonderful”. Negation provides a possible mechanism for articulating thought
comparable to the prevalent antonym but drawing attention by using the less prevalent
alternative. This would manifest in an increased use of negation in the low-frequency
alternative, possibly depending on an interaction with event that warranted increased
emphasis. Alternatively, observers could attempt to de-escalate anxieties in a disaster by
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negating the emotionally valenced alternatives— “not massive” or “not horrible”. This
possibility would manifest in a pair by event interaction. Combining both possibilities
suggests that the function of negation may be largely orthogonal to the above outlined
influences of lexical choice. The ANOVA on the prevalence of negation showed little in
the way of interpretable significant variation with respect to proposed interactions (see
Table 12). While differences among pairs were significant (F[8, 88] = 2.18, p = 0.04) as a
main effect (i.e., some pairs co-occur with negation more than others), that finding that is
largely irrelevant to my argument in the absence of high versus low frequency or event
type interactions. Likewise, disaster versus non-disaster datasets differed (F[1, 40] =
5.87, p = 0.02, μDisaster = 0.71, μNon-disaster = 0.53) but without relation to the pairs or their
baseline frequency.
Table 12
ANOVA for Prevalence of Negation Words
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Sentiment. The pairs that appear to be diagnostic could simply reflect trends in
sentiment. If so, the high frequency member of the antonym should elicit sentiment
content, either positive emotion, negative emotion, or changes in tone. One complication
of this analysis is that the antonym pairs themselves contribute to sentiment. As I have
already dismissed the correlation of high-frequency members of the pair with sentiment,
in the following analyses I remove the confounding pair (horrible/wonderful for both
positive and negative emotion, and together/alone for the inclusion of “alone” in the
negative emotion category). This allows me to assess whether additional tweet sentiment
is related to the high frequency choice. Unfortunately, this further reduces power.
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Table 13
ANOVA for Prevalence of Positive Emotion Words with Confound Removed
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Table 14
ANOVA for Prevalence of Negative Emotion Words with Confounds Removed
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Table 15
ANOVA for Tone

While positive emotion (Table 13) shows almost no significant effects, with the
exception of loading on different antonym pairs and high versus low use pairs when using
a more liberal criterion11. Negative emotion (Table 14) and tone (Table 15) prove more
complex. In Table 14, the influence of event demonstrates a clear impact on the
expression of negative emotion (F[5,30] = 8.68, p < 0.00). And while the decomposition

11

More on this in a moment.
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of that effect indicates that a difference arises, as one might expect, between disaster and
non-disaster contexts (F[1, 30] = 28.20, p = 0.00, μDisaster = 3.84, μNon-disaster = 2.66)12, but
also in differentiating among types of disaster. The significant difference between
manmade and natural disasters (F[1, 30] = 11.89, p = 0.00, μManmade = 4.61, μNatural = 3.46)
suggests that there exists nuance in the expression of response to disasters that may call
into question the context-independent utility of sentiment analysis.
Further, the nearly significant effect of high versus low use members of the pairs
(F[1, 6] = 3.91, p > .05 when using a conservative error term) suggests that there may
exist a difference between expression of negative sentiment in tweets that contain
antonym alternatives more commonly used in proximity to disasters. Closer inspection
reveals that negative emotion increases when used in conjunction with the members of
pairs that increase in relative popularity in disaster settings. Complementing this finding,
positive emotion shows a relative depression when used in messages with the same words
(F[1, 77] = 8.43, p < .00, when using the liberal error term). While this at first seems
compelling, the confused results of the decomposition in negative emotion and the lack of
significant event findings in positive emotion suggest that matched antonyms may
provide a correlated, but more flexible tool than either positive or negative sentiment.
Table 15 further complicates the detectability of sentiment during community
response to disaster. Here the effect of events (F[5, 40] = 4.32, p < .00) suggests that
differences certainly exist in tone, where “a high number is associated with a more
positive, upbeat style; a small number reveals greater anxiety, sadness, or hostility”
(Pennebaker, Booth, Boyd, & Francis, 2015, p. 22). While this definition seems to adhere

12

Where I find theoretically interesting significant differences, I include cell means.
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closely to the tenets of sentiment analysis, the decomposition of event influences only
serves to confuse an intuitive reading. While disaster versus non-disaster events shows a
strong effect (F[1, 40] = 6.17, p = .02), the strongest effect appears for man-made versus
natural disasters (F[1, 40] = 9.44, p < .00). The reversed order of these (relative to the
expected direction of sentiment in disasters generally) may allow speculation that minor
difference between findings could be due to sampling or idiosyncratic anomalies, but that
same rationale would necessarily question why fantasy football versus baseball (F[1, 40]
= 3.17, p = .08) and Hurricane Sandy versus Oklahoma tornadoes (F[1, 40] = 2.63, p =
.11) trailed so closely behind, without an apparent difference in sentiment content. In
fact, the only events that demonstrated no detectable difference in tone were wins versus
losses in the World Series (F[1, 40] = 0.20, p = .66), which I included explicitly to
differentiate sentiment from event influences.
Consideration of tone used in conjunction with words that appear more commonly
in disaster scenarios versus those that decrease in relative frequency (high vs. low) shows
a significant difference when using the more liberal pooled error term (F[1, 88] = 20.37,
p < .00). As one may expect, the pattern follows that expressed in positive and negative
emotion, with lower tone scores (more anxious, sad, and hostile) coinciding with words
that increase in disaster settings. But again, given the mixed results of the event
decomposition and combined with the nuance illustrated by the epicenter distance
analysis (Figures 10–12), I would find it difficult to detect stable patterns of sentiment
across disasters using conventional methodology.
IV.

General Discussion

By examining lexical choice across variety of situations, I identify trends
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suggestive of disruption to normalcy, which I call breach. To reveal disruption, I changed
the way linguistic data are typically analyzed, from a frequency-based approach to a
baseline referenced approach. Accordingly, my measure is the departure of observed
antonym proportions in disasters relative to the same proportion across all instances of
language behavior on the Internet. I review the implication of my findings relative to the
literature that inspired my research questions. As one might expect at the beginning of a
novel approach to observation, I note a number of limitations prior to identifying the
major contributions and future avenues of this research.
To be sure, any consistency across disaster types in the face of geographic and
cultural diversity is encouraging for the text mining effort. Two sets of results support my
view that psychological functions influence the description of environmental variability.
Certainly, in most cases, environmental variability provides the simplest explanation of
word choice, e.g., “massive” in the case of disaster. However, an intriguing set of
antonym pairs more generally related to human observation and function appears relevant
to the problem of interpreting linguistic response to disaster. Second, a supporting
analysis of sentiment with respect to disaster proximity suggests that human response
provides an important foundation for the interpretation of social media, consistent with
the enriched correspondence model that I suggested at the outset. In the following general
discussion, I place my results in the context of the literature that I reviewed at the outset,
addressing the influence of events, the selection of antonyms, spatial proximity and
content density within antonym selection. I address limitations specific to my research
questions where they arise but postpone the discussion of broader issues and future work
to a closing section on contributions.
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Event Influence
I found that events did influence language behavior relative to baseline standards.
The strongest evidence for this is the high correlations in language choice between the
Hurricane Sandy corpus and the Oklahoma tornado corpus, and between the win and loss
responses to the World Series corpora. A match between language and environment is a
fundamental requirement for reliance on social media as a source of information, and an
oversight in much of the scholarly literature on verbal exchange between interlocutors.
For example, Pickering & Garrod (2004) refer to a situation model that is not grounded in
an environment, overlooking the very problem I seek to address. Clearly, the nature of
the event influences language behavior (RQ1), as the triadic semiotic perspective
demands (e.g. Flach & Voorhorst, 2017; Peirce, 1894; Roy, 2005).
I intentionally examined events with different qualities of stress using a common
set of terminology. I included natural and man-made disasters and sports events with
varying sentiment and degree of control. While sports fans surely engage in hyperbole,
few view the proximal outcome as truly life or death. In addition, the separation of
winning versus losing corpora theoretically follows a fault line in sentiment analysis,
serving to discriminate the empirical contributions of proportional lexical choice from
more traditional methods13. Finally, examining both city-specific (World Series) and
diffuse (fantasy football) sports corpora allows for differential analyses related to the
potential influence of geographic homogeneity.
Correlations in language choice relative to baseline standards confirm the
importance of language analysis with respect to environmental influences. However, the

13

However, the differing sizes of the cities and relative lengths of winning and losing streaks do introduce
class imbalance for which I was unable to compensate in the current investigation.
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correlations in word choice between all events are relatively high. Moreover, the large
Hurricane Sandy corpus yields significant findings for nearly ⅔ of my measures, even
using conservative effect size criteria. I cannot dismiss the possibility that social media
are used to document general breach, with no sensitivity to the type or degree of breach,
or the role of control over outcome. This is of course consistent with classical Gricean
maxims, which suppress the articulation of the insignificant.
Nevertheless, I only examined six events permitting only fifteen event correlations.
Reliable identification of what constitutes high or low correlation would require at least
dozens of events. The key disaster and non-disaster events depicted here are meant to
cover a range of event types and geographies, but different combinations of these
variables (e.g., a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico instead of the East coast) as well as new
areas and event types (e.g., earthquakes, wildfires) should supplement them. Although all
the events I examined provide an opportunity for breach, they confound several
influential factors (particularly natural versus man-made disaster, and degree of control).
An additional concern is the conceptualization of event control conditions.
Retroactive, location-specific data collection (e.g., central Oklahoma before the tornado
hit) proves cost prohibitive (Twitter, 2017c). Also, interpretation would be suspect
primarily because there likely exists no noteworthy event or location (i.e., crawlable
corpus) in which nothing stressing happens. An alternative is to exploit the lesseventful—crawling for benign topics like breakfast or prospective (as yet unexperienced)
events like trip planning. Creating a sufficiently diffuse and flexible sample to meet these
conditions would constitute an ambitious, though clearly valuable, multi-year project.
Commonly entire research grants go toward establishing how often certain populations
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use certain words in a particular medium under “normal” circumstances (e.g., Davies &
Fuchs, 2015).
Even with a comprehensive sampling of event type, location, and relative stress, I
would still be unable to demonstrate definitively that the breach characteristics I observed
do not constitute a fundamental property of Twitter exchanges. All these limitations
merely underscore a primary motivation for my work: the evaluation of any metric
regarding human behavior requires comparison to something. Computationally inspired
analyses of social media traffic do not typically employ this common feature of
psychological research. Difficulty does not justify the absence of an attempt.
Antonym Selection
I examined word choice between antonyms and significant differences in their use
relative to Internet-specific baselines (RQ1b). From a theoretical perspective, the idea is
that word choice reflects intentionality in addition to environmental influences. The
evidence here is mixed, and a primary contribution is methodological.
I employed a metric that has a baseline standard. Using proportions allowed me to
adjust for differences in frequency of usage to allow for comparison across different word
pairs. The psychological phenomenon of lexical marking (Gilpin, 1973) led me to study
word choice in antonym pairs, based on the notion that choice between lexical
alternatives reflects not just the environment but the intentional manipulation of
emphasis. Among the several advantages of this approach, it aggregates over multiple
contributors and thereby lessens dependence on the report of a specific individual and his
or her trustworthiness.
While the evidence does suggest preference, this does not map to marking
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phenomena. There are several cases of increase in the more prevalent word, which is
inconsistent with the idea that the less prevalent word is employed to create emphasis. No
evidence suggests that negation is systematically employed to preserve a preferred word.
Perhaps social media restrictions in message length made the addition of negation less
attractive.
I did dismiss sentiment as the guiding principle in the indication of breach by
demonstrating the absence of systematic sentiment differences in the pattern of lexical
choice results and by the absence of systematic content differences that correspond to
lexical choice. My most intriguing finding concerns word choice preferences that
constitute generic reflections of human functionality: such as some/all, stop/start, and
alone/together. These words escape the criticism of disaster specificity and have the
potential to detect unknown, emergent disturbances. I argue that stop/start and
alone/together reflect the consequence of breach with respect to human experience, which
necessitate the intervening cognitive processes that I added in Figure 2. The findings with
respect to all/some take on practical significance in text mining, as these words are often
eliminated in computational analysis due to their high frequency. Instead, I employ
relative metrics, with respect to both corpus prevalence and base rates. This constitutes a
departure from conventional, frequency based text mining practice.
The selection of word pairs, and pairings within words, remains subjective. A
good example of the resulting problem is big/little and large/small—they diverge from
baselines in opposite directions. My approach does not yet escape the empirical tradition
of text mining, driven both by a priori review of the corpora and highlighting those pairs
that happen to work for the corpora at hand. The specificity of my word pairs to the
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disaster setting also requires consideration. Many of the diagnostic words have clear
relevance to event specifics (e.g., “severe” is often linked to weather disasters, terrorism
naturally engenders the use of “crazy”, both have objectively “horrible” aspects). Though
useful in the detection of public perception, they require a priori knowledge of the event
in order to tally. However, an important motivation for my approach is domainindependence that does not require a model of the disaster to flag relevant information.
Potentially, any two words could serve this purpose. Replication and theory should guide
future selection of diagnostic pairs and their direction in order to restrict the candidate set
to a manageable expansion and limit exposure to both misses and false alarms. I do not
require all pairs of antonyms to be useful, but rather that some subset proves consistently,
and ideally a priori, diagnostic.
Spatial Proximity
Distance from a critical event constitutes a natural manipulation of context,
leveraging the location tagging capacity of Twitter to measure distance and allow
comparison of user-generated language most likely to be stressed against others within
the same event that are less stressed (RQ2). To examine the effect of spatial proximity,
low base rates required that I change metrics from specific words to the general
conceptual categories that LIWC provides. In so doing, I adopt a knowledge-based
approach to text-mining (Purohit et al., 2013; Sheth & Thirunarayan, 2012), which
aggregates over multiple lexical items that refer to the same conceptual category. I infer
gross differences by defining and comparing relative zones. These boundaries are
represented in a “bulls-eye” graphic scaled with z-scores to reveal trends across
conceptual categories with different base rates.
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Proximity to the epicenter of disaster scenarios does appear to impact language
behavior for at least some LIWC metrics (RQ2). However, the direction of the effect
departs from the expectations of sentiment analysis. A counterintuitive direction of
change for positive emotion language within a given event highlights the limitations of
sentiment analysis. Increased positivity close to the disaster epicenter paired with the
decrease in personal pronouns demonstrated in the LIWC pilot converges with
Quarantelli’s admonition not to assume the worst of those in disaster scenarios (1986).
More relevant to the role of human language as a response the environment as opposed
to absolute environmental conditions, positive sentiment here cannot mean the absence
of breach. Language behavior tells us about human interpretation and response at least as
much as language behavior reflects environmental reality. While sentiment analysis has
certainly proven valuable in determining public perception of products and politicians
(e.g., Liu, Huang, An, & Yu, 2007; Mishne & Glance, 2006; Tumasjan, Sprenger,
Sander, & Welpe, 2010; Wang, Can, Kazemzadeh, & Bar, 2012), the direct mapping to
the environment is not straightforward.
The empirically ideal event would present a defined epicenter and steadily
decreasing severity scaled directly to distance, such as an earthquake. Earthquake,
though fortunately absent within the United States recently, provides a well-defined
epicenter. However, interpretation is still challenging, because the consequence to
human experience reflects more than the epicenter, for example due to location of
population centers and more susceptible infrastructure and demographics. These
correspond with breach of canonicity, dependent upon cultural variables that define the
collective narrative. Such scaling lies outside the scope of the current inquiry.
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Content Density
A truly useful measure of public response would help to separate out messages
with content (RQ3) from the distracting “thoughts and prayers”-type that hampers the
pragmatic utility of social media. I investigated this by separating messages with high
frequency choices from those with low frequency choices, to separately characterize the
content in each. Using previously defined aggregated LIWC metrics, I found little
quantitative evidence for any content differences between high frequency and low
frequency antonyms. Positive and negative sentiment, already dismissed above as not
directly interpretable, do not vary with high frequency terms, or even winning and losing
World Series corpora.
However, the quantitative content analyses were low power, limited by the
number of antonym pairs submitted to analysis and a treatment of these pairs as a random
effect. Power can be addressed with more pairs, but the inclusion of additional antonym
pairs would necessitate a multiplicative increase in manually created data sets. It may
also be the case that content density differs between diagnostic and nondiagnostic pairs,
as the latter were not included in my quantitative analyses. An intriguing possibility is
that the power of my analysis for the identification of content lies not in the mining of
content within the high frequency member of the pair, but rather informative dimensions
of human experience e.g., size and social engagement. Relative departure from baselines
could still provide the sentinel, but content mining would exploit both members of an
antonym pair.
Manual examination of tweet content is somewhat more encouraging for the
identification of relevant content. My quantitative analysis of tweet content exploited
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generic pre-established LIWC categories. However, the hand-selected tweet examples
(Table 11), address issues of transportation and environmental consequence. For
example, the creation of dictionaries pertaining to infrastructure damage, means of
transportation, or the formal emergency response community would likely be more
sensitive to changes in ground truth during a disaster scenario. A formal knowledgedriven model tied to a disaster specific dictionary will likely prove more helpful to the
identification of actionable content.
General Limitations
Generic concerns related to the platform and scope of my inquiry require
consideration. Mediated communication differs from conventionally-studied interactive
research paradigms, and the Twitter platform has its own eccentricities. Location-tagging
limitations as well as concerns for how to appropriately aggregate and interpret results
elude definitive solutions. Finally, the restricted scope of my analyses calls into question
the generalizability of my findings to other cultures.
Mediated communication concerns. Several eccentricities of the Twitter
platform influence the relevance of my results to general issues of human communication
processes: the availability of message production data but not message comprehension
data; the broader function of Twitter; and limitations in both the availability of data and
its potential contamination.
Text-based communication interferes with monitoring recipient comprehension
(Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Clark & Krych, 2004) and likely alters communication
behavior. The absence of a baseline corpus restricted to Twitter usage raises the
possibility that the observed patterns reflect more general discrepancies between Twitter
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mediated communication and other functions of Internet language. I partially addressed
this concern by demonstrating somewhat attenuated effects between disaster and nondisaster corpora (e.g., Boston with Fantasy Football and WSL, and Sandy with WSW).
However, as noted above in event selection, this pattern was not at all definitive. Finally,
the disasters covered all took place years before the analysis and I cannot rule out the
emergence of pertinent new language trends on the social media platform. Notably,
Twitter expanded their maximum message size from 140 to 280 characters in 2017
(Perez, 2017).
Identifying location. The standard Twitter API provides a limited sample of the
full content stream (Twitter, 2017c). An even smaller portion of the stream employs
voluntarily message location tagging. The net result is reduced sample size and low
power in the d metric, reducing the number of diagnostic pairs and prohibiting the
examination of my proportion metric over segmented space and time. This problem will
yield to a larger corpus of location tagged messages, necessary not only for research
purposes but also to deploy a real time metric. Several techniques exist for estimating
location with varying degrees of success, accuracy, and data loss. Many rely on user
profiles or analysis of network connections to determine a home location. Newer
approaches to the problem include the analysis of the text itself to identify location
(Jurgens, Finethy, McCorriston, Xu, & Ruths, 2015; Al-Olimat, Thirunarayan, Shalin, &
Sheth, 2017).
Institutional reports (e.g., from the Red Cross or local hospitals) need to be
screened out if a lexical choice metric is meant to identify public experience. Eliminating
retweets, as I did in my analysis, and the LIWC authenticity metric somewhat mitigates
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this concern, but a complete scrubbing would require a comprehensive list of relevant
agencies’ and news outlets’ Twitter handles.
Modeling issues. The number of variables that I studied, coupled with the
overwhelming statistical power inherent in social media, suggests that I will find
numerous spurious significant departures and correlations which complicate inference
about the environment. For example, I can obtain high correlations of some unimportant
terminology with air pressure, simply because social media usage is correlated with time
of day, which is correlated with air pressure.
Working with patterns of behavior as opposed to individual assertions requires
aggregation across both spatial and temporal dimensions. These relatively unprincipled
aggregations could very well affect my conclusions regarding sentiment, which did not
partition the corpora by time. In addition, the potential for lag complicates temporal
mapping, with no standard time interval between onset of an event and reporting on
social media. Furthermore, style matching (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002) and
alignment (Pickering & Garrod, 2013) suggest a cascading influence of initial posts on
subsequent patterns of language usage. My primarily cognitive approach to lexical
choice overlooks social influences that potentially blur interpretation. Because a recipient
is more likely to reproduce the term or adjective that someone else just used, future
attempts should assess this effect on word choice in social media. Modeling in the spirit
of multiple regression is likely required to tease out the multiple additive, if not
interactive, influences on lexical choice.
Sociocultural scope. This dissertation addresses only incidents occurring in the
United States. Aside from the obvious difficulties in language, syntax, and spelling
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differences (even with other countries that primarily use English), cultural differences
threaten broad generalizability. For example, personal control, a collective mindset, or
even the tolerance of breach could well be a cultural phenomenon (Nisbett, Peng, Choi,
& Norenzayan, 2001) Also, more subtle differences in conventions of interpersonal
communication could influence the preponderance of factual assertion versus an account
of belief, and contaminate variation in properties like indirect speech acts (Clark, 1979;
Searle, 1975). The Canadians, for example, are widely known for their extreme
politeness and may require considerably more dire circumstances to abandon those
principles, even incrementally. Rüsenberg (personal communication, February 2018) is
pursuing extensions of my work in German, using events related to the recent election
that will expand the understanding of these influences.
V.

General Contributions & Future Work

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the relationship between language
use in social media and the environment it reflects. The application to the analysis of
social media provides several methodological advantages. Social media produce
voluminous data for every type of situation while simultaneously providing valuable
metadata on time and location. These data exist naturally in the world, not as an artifact
of an experiment. They are computationally accessible and allow for correlation with
ground truth. My analysis reinforces an integrated view of language production processes
and raises the opportunity to consider how a psychological perspective influences
computational approaches to text mining.
An Integrated View of Language Production Processes
Within the field of psychology, various research traditions have separately
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investigated production, comprehension, dialogue, speech act theory, environmental
grounding, and mediation, often with limited mutual acknowledgement. The work of
(among others) fMRI researchers (e.g., Opitz, Müller, & Friederici, 2003; Segaert,
Menenti, Weber, Petersson, & Hagoort, 2012) has served to help bridge the gap between
the first two, and Pickering and Garrod (2004) make a compelling case to consider those
plus dialogue collectively. Psychophysics has certainly addressed the relationship
between an environmental stimulus and human experience, albeit typically using highly
restricted metrics and experimental paradigms that are bereft of motivating context. At
the same time, the larger psychophysical issue has had virtually no influence on models
of speech production, making those dyadic efforts of limited value in exploring the
relationship between the environment and its description. Moreover, experimental
researchers such as Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) and Strauss and McGrath (1994)
impose a limited and artificial motivation on language production. In this respect, my
research converges with a triadic view consistent with Roy (2005) and Flach and
Voorhorst (2017) in which the environment is critical. The linking of environmental
context with mediated communication (itself becoming part of the environment)
constitutes, I believe, a novel consolidation while motivating a principled unification of
the all-too-distributed research histories involved.
To guide my own research, I provided a schematic model to unify the various
research traditions that address language production. The significance of this model is not
its testability; the model is arguably both too complex and too underspecified to test. But
the model does change the measures, the methods, and the interpretation of results. I
focused on unconstrained lexical choice between options rather than absolute lexical
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frequency. To provide the aggregated measures that psychological methods employ, I
examined patterns in lexical choice across a population. To scale these patterns, I
employed word baselines. To provide comparison I examined lexical choice in response
to different environments. To interpret the results, I suggested the narrative construct of
breach as a motivation for message production. This constitutes an ambitious extension to
a longstanding research tradition of psychophysics. Though still dependent on
representations of experience, the representations are not the artificial product of an
experiment, but the result of an inherent need to represent the purposes of coordinated
activity.
In this case, interpretation involves the construction of a collective narrative.
While others have noted the potential of social media for capturing the individual
narrative (Anderson et al., 2016) my analysis points to the entire disaster corpus as
exhibiting narrative properties in its own right, in line with what Mejova, Weber, and
Macy (2015) call the “digital socioscope”. Further, a collective narrative construction,
sensitive to the social and conversational conventions of the Twitter medium, could
potentially follow a “…yes and…” structure similar to improvisational theater, where the
goal is to augment and adjust create a narrative as more information appears (represented
by the “Schemas about the World” considerations in Figure 2). This constitutes a form of
alignment (Garrod & Anderson, 1987).
A Psychological Perspective on Text Mining
I have demonstrated interpretable patterns of language behavior in social media
during disasters using a novel, psychologically-inspired metric of lexical choice relative
to a baseline standard. Comparison to an external standard constitutes an alternative
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approach to reliance on internal trend detection within a corpus (Bifet, Holmes,
Pfahringer, & Gavaldà, 2011) or concern with the veracity of any individual report
contributing to a tally. Methodological considerations such as concern for base rates and
control corpora showcase the benefits of an experimentally oriented psychological
approach to the analysis of big data.
In some respects, this complements widely employed frequency based approaches
to mining social media text, illustrated by sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis
represents a substantial research base, both academically and commercially. One strength
of sentiment analysis lies in its simplicity and domain independence. More positive
words than negative words suggests a positive public opinion, and those words readily
present themselves in neatly partitioned groups—one could easily suggest an
unimpeachable list of a dozen words in each category. Sentiment analysis most closely
resembles public polling in terms of information gathering. It exploits naturally occurring
public conversations on virtually any topic to gauge the prevailing public perspective (at
least among the Twitter-user demographic). This can help predict election results (e.g.,
Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sander, & Welpe, 2010; Wang, Can, Kazemzadeh, & Bar, 2012) or
a movie’s box office performance (e.g., Liu, Huang, An, & Yu, 2007; Mishne & Glance,
2006), in relation to how the public as a whole feels about the entities involved. I share
some commonalities with the method involved—for example comparing the prevalence
of positive terms relative to negative terms.
One way in which my approach complements sentiment analysis concerns
interpretation of an unexpected result such as positive sentiment associated with the event
epicenter. I have suggested that the positive sentiment is associated with pro-social
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behavior consistent with Quarantelli, 2008. Alternatively, my LIWC results may be
revealing the amplified dispersal of tragic content or even misinformation by those just
outside the impacted area (Lin & Margolin, 2014; Starbird et al., 2014; Thelwall,
Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2011). Assuming my result replicates, interpretation demands
intervening psychological processes between the events in the environment and the
human response that generates social media messages. The naive model presented in the
introduction (see Figure 1) cannot be sufficient.
A second way in which my approach complements sentiment analysis concerns
the selection of relevant dimensions to monitor. While some researchers have expanded
the dimensions with finer-grained emotion, I have pursued dimensions that reflect
affordances for action (e.g., stop/start, all/some) and the properties of that action
(together/alone). How people feel is only one dimension of human behavior. I forego
relatively explicit statements of preference and approval for more implicit indications of
breach associated with stress. I leverage relative use of common words and their matched
opposites to infer stress using some of the same intuition as sentiment analysis. However,
these are not mere substitutes for sentiment, which is generally uncorrelated with the
word pairs that I examined. Generic sentinels of breach enable analysis across different
disasters and do not require an a priori set of content terms. Sentinels naturally
accommodate the diversity of perspective that supports wisdom of the crowds by
potentially revealing a variety of unanticipated, specific “problems of living”.
Future Research
I have already identified a number of methodological limitations specific to my
study and how they might be addressed in future replication and extension. Here I turn a
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critical eye to the larger research agenda, including aggregation over space and time, a
Bayesian concern and the function of social media in disaster. These challenges pervade
any large-scale social media analysis.
Aggregation over space and time. I made relatively arbitrary decisions
concerning the levels of proximity to an event epicenter. I was able to segment the World
Series corpus temporally according to known win-loss events. Yet, both modern physics
and modern psychology (Boroditsky, 2000) acknowledge the common conceptual
foundation of space and time. These must be considered together to provide a principled
approach to partitioning a corpus for aggregation. With this in mind, an expansion of the
current spatial analysis to the temporal dimension would likely yield valuable insights. I
aim to quantify reaction to shifting environmental factors, mapping changes in a
community’s affordances for action to changes in language. This shift is subtle but has
significant implications for the evaluation of ground truth. Methodologically, this
requires a substantial expansion of target events, as obtaining sufficiently large corpora
will require events with extended recovery periods that afford segmentation into
meaningfully spaced windows. Spatial proximity requires consideration, so this would
constitute a further segmentation and accompanying decrease in power. Moreover,
spatial segmentation changes over time, for example as electrical service is restored in
some areas but not others.
The ability to identify relative levels of breach, as the essential elements of this
research may someday facilitate, will allow disaster management professionals to deploy
aid with more precise information in both spatial and temporal frames of reference. In
addition to initial conditions, social media provide continuing status reports on the
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affected areas. Often with disasters that extend beyond days into weeks (or months, as
with Hurricanes Sandy and Katrina), the challenges lie in understanding continuing
unmet resource needs (Anderson et al., 2016; Purohit et al., 2014). Social media, then,
can provide an information stream for gauging the effectiveness of extended
interventions. However, aggregation is relevant—a measure that reflects the collective
narrative of the digital community obscures the identification of more directly impacted
individuals.
A Bayesian concern. I exploited base rates to identify language patterns given a
known breach, providing a key step in the identification of true social media alarms, that
is, breach given observed language patterns. In this sense, the analysis is Bayesianinspired. Though suggestive, my analysis of word preference given breach does not
address the Bayesian distinction of breach given preference. The usual Bayesian
concerns apply in such a conversion, particularly concerning the base rates of breach,
which is a potentially intractable problem. A full accounting would require damage
estimates, fatality totals, electrical outages, flood levels, and other potential objective
correlates to breach of canonicity, all at a population-density-scaled granularity and
somehow aggregated into a comprehensive score. This breach of canonicity depends
upon cultural variables defining the collective narrative.
Function of social media in disaster. I remain concerned that Twitter is unique in
its function relative to the GloWbe database used for base rate comparison. GloWbe
includes an extensive array of Internet language. If the microblogging forum afforded by
Twitter inherently encourages communication of breach of canonicity, only a base rate
accounting for exclusively Twitter language properly determines deviations from
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baseline language behavior. One approach to the assessment of Twitter is to examine
other social media platforms, and other verbal exchanges such as blogs or forums.
However, other platforms have their own idiosyncrasies that certainly influence message
creation. The most prudent course would be individual analyses of each medium
followed by a comparison to the others—far beyond the scope of the current work.
While the challenges of evaluating social media in disaster remain substantial,
there is promise for substantive contributions to disaster response down the road. Twitter
reached 100 million users in only five and a half years (Twitter, 2017b). Harnessing this
medium for the exchange of information between the public and the authorities lacks the
procedures we have for other media such as 9-1-1. Grounded in the psychology of
language production and springing from an effort to identify computationally
inexpensive and available features of conversation, let this effort better formulate the
interpretation problem and provide a step in that direction.
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